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Freshman Orientation and Registration 
Classes begin 
I.incoln's Binhday - no classes 
Washington's Birthday - no classes 
Spring recess 
Classes resume 
Lase day for filing applications for the 
Fall Semester, 19~9 
No classes 
Dedication and Inauguration Ceremonies 
Classes meet according to Thurs. schedule 
Classes meet according to Fri. schedule 
Last day of classes 
FinBI examinations 
Freshman Orientation and Reglsmuion 
Registration - Sophomores 
Classes begin 
Columbus Day - no classes 
Election Day - no classes 
Veterans' Day- no classces 
Thanksgiving recess 
Last day for filing applications for the 
Spring Semester, 1960 
Winter recess 
Classes resume 
Last day of classes 
Final examinations 
Registration - Juniors 
Registration - Sophomores 
Freshman Orientation and Registration 
Classes begin 
Lincoln's Birthday - no classes 
Washington's Birthday- no classes 
Spring recess 
Lase day for filing applications for the 
Fall Semester, 1960 
Classes resume 
Memorial Day - no classes 
Classes meet according co Mon. schedule 
Classes meet according co Fri. schedule 
Classes mcec according co Mon. schedule 
(Last day of classes ) 
Final examinations 
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STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK 
The Bronx Community College is the newest unit of the State Uni· 
versity of New York. Established by the State Legislature in 1948, the 
Stare University includes 42 colleges located in all areas of the state, of 
which 14 are locally-sponsored, two-year community colleges. Although 
separated geographically, the units of the State University of New York 
family are united in the purpose of improving and extending opportuni-
ties for youth to continue their education after high school. 
State University offers programs in liberal arts, science, engineering, 
home economics, industrial and labor relations, veterinary medicine, 
ceramics, agriculture, forestry, maritime service, medicine and teacher 
preparation, and includes graduate and professional schools. The two-year 
colleges offer a wide variety of programs in technology, as well as liberal 
arts and sciences and pre-engineering which enable transfer to four-
year colleges, within and without the State University. 
Headed by a Board of Trustees appointed by the Governor, State 
University of New York plans increasing development of State-support· 
ed higher education. 
Although the State University of New York is the second largest 
state university in the country, its students have the singular advantage 
of attendance at relatively small colleges. 
The State University motto, "Let each become all he is capable of 
being," strikes the keynote of its democratic purposes. 
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THB COLLBGB 
· HISTORY OF THE COLLEGE 
The founding of the Bronx Community College in 19H crowned 
almost a decade of community effort. A grass·roots movement of civic-
minded residents, under the leadershi,p of Associate Superintendent 
Joseph 0. Loretan of the Board of EducatiOn, as early as 1950 had pointed 
to the need for increased higher educational facilities in the Bronx and 
had sought support for their idea. 
On February 18, 1957, after thoroughly surveying the educational 
scene, the Board of Higher Education resolved to sponsor a community 
college in the Bronx. On March 14, 1$'.:>7, the Board of Estimate of 
the City of New York approved the new college. 
The college was established under the State Education Law by ac-
tion of the Trustees of the State University of New York on April 11, 
1957 as the second community college under the Board of Higher Edu-
cation, the fourth in the City of New York, and the fourteenth in the 
State University of New York. 
Dr. Morris Meister was named president of the new Bronx Com-
munity College on October 21, 1957. Hon. Arleigh B. Williamson 
headed the Board of Higher Education commirtee on community colleges 
in the early stages of planning the new Bronx college. 
In December, 1957, Hon. Ruth S. Shoup, Chairman of the Bronx 
Community College Committee of the Board of Higher Education, intro-
duced the president of the college to the newly organized Advisory Com-
mittee, composed of leading citizens of the community. 
President Meister assumed his official duties on February 1, 1958 
with a small staff and began the preparation of curriculum offerings, 
the recruitment of staff, the development of plans to rehabilitate and 
equip the college plant, the selection of the .first entering class, the neces-
sary organization and planning to initiate instruction, and a study of 
community college procedures sponsored by the Fund for the Advance-
ment of Education. 
The establishment of the Bronx Community College reflects warm 
support and confidence in public higher education. By devoted effort and 
dedicated idealism, the founders have created a worthy community in-
stitution. The responsibility is now to nourish, sustain and improve what 
has been well begun. 
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Education 
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Medical Laboratory Technology 
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THE COLLEGE 
A MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT MEISTER 
Our college was founded in response to community need and de-
IIIIDd. Many citizens and educators labored to bring a college into being 
m rhe Bronx. They called vigorously, with the soundest kind of logic, 
for an expansion of higher educational opportunity for youth. They 
aw the implications of a soaring college-bound population and the im· 
ponance of well trained and well educated manpower in an age of dy-
DIIDic change, dominated by the impact of modern science and technology. 
The Board of Higher Education of the City of New York, the Trustees 
of rhe State University of New York, and the Board of Regents of the 
Sute of New York all cooperated in heeding the call. The necessary 
funds for the physical plant and the staff were provided. The president 
md a core of faculty were permitted to set to work a year before a single 
srudent was expected to enroll. This wise act of the city and state author-
ities provided a rare opportunity to think and co plan in an important area. 
This investment will yield rich educational dividends to the people of 
the city and state. 
The Bronx Community College Committee of the Board of Higher 
Education provided invaluable leadership, guidance and counsel in the 
busy and difficult days of planning the college. 
The Fund for the Advancement of Education of the Ford Founda-
tion awarded us a grant with which to do a study of community college 
curricula and practices. Administrators and faculty members of sister 
institutions of the State University of New York and of the municipal 
colleges under the Board of Higher Education have shared generously of 
their experience and time. 
The citizen leaders in the Bronx Community College Advisory Com-
mittee have undertaken an aaive role to weld the college and the com· 
munity in an integrated purpose for their mutual benefit. 
The community college idea is an exciting development and a rapid-
ly growing force in the field of higher education. The traditional four· 
ya.c colleges cannot increase their enrollments enough in the next decade 
to meet the needs and demands of those seeking and deserving opportu· 
nities in higher education. The community college is developing a unique 
and appropriate program to serve this purpose. 
The two-year institution maintains high standards and yet develops 
built-in flexibility of aims, curricula and procedures. It can raise the edu· 
ational level, offer effective guidance and provide stimulating incentives 
to the intellectual interests and diverse abilities of young people. 
Some iitudents use the two years as intelligent preparation for en-
tering the world of work; they are better educated, more highly skilled 
and therefore lead more useful and happier lives. 
(concluded on next page) 
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THE COLLEGE 
A MESSAGE FROM DR. MEISTER (Cont'd) 
Other students, during these two college years, will uncover new 
talents and life purposes requiring at least the baccalaureate degree for 
their fulfillment. These students will use the two years to complete re-
quirements preparatory for transfer to the third year of a four-year col-
lege, perhaps ultimately to a professional school for graduate study. 
In this, our first catalogue, we announce a group of carefully con-
sidered curricula for both types of students described above. The curri-
cula are grounded solidly in the successful experience of many institutions 
of higher learning and have been approved by the highest educational 
authorities in our city and state. The courses comprising the curricula 
are entrusted to a .fine faculty, assembled with great care. 
We have spent much time in planning our coJJege. All of us extend 




SPONSORSHIP AND ACCREDITATION 
The Bronx Community College is administered by the Board of 
Higher Education of the City of New York, acting as a Board of Trustees, 
under the program of the State University of New York. 
The Board of Regents of the University of the State of New York 
has authorized the College to offer its various curricula and to award 
the degrees of Associate in Arts (A.A.) and Associate in Applied Sci-
ence ( A.A.S.). 
The State University of New York, of which the Bronx Community 
College is a constituent unit, bas been granted accreditation by the Mid-
dle States Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools. 
The Bronx Community College is a member of the Council of 
Higher Educational Institutions in New York City. 
GUIDANCE PROGRAM 
The counseling and guidance services of the college are available 
to all students for help with immediate and long range educational and 
vocational plans. 
Since the program of the Bronx Community College is a varied one, 
the curriculum provides an exploratory .first semester of basic courses 
which affords an opportunity for students to relate their interests and 
abilities to the requirements of the different courses of study. 
Members of the faculty provide guidance and information about the 
specific offerings of individual departments. Designated counselors are 
prepared to work with students on educational problems of every na-
ture - sequence of courses, transfer of credits, licensing and job re· 
quirements, subject difficulties, ere. 
Every effort is made to provide professional help for those who 
seek to assess their talents, choose wisely and make progress in a field 
of major interest offered by the college. 
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ADMISSION TO THE COLLEGE 
MISSIONS REQUIREMENTS 
The educational opportunity represented by admission to the college 
open to all academically qualified students. In the spirit of American 
JellliOCI'aCf, exemplified by the administration of the municipal college 
em and the State University of New York, achievement and potential 
the sole criteria by which students are judged by the Committee on 
dmissions. 
following are the basic requirements: 
Graduation from an accredited four-year high school, or presentation 
a New York State Equivalency diploma; and satisfactory evidence of 
ility to perform creditably in the college course of studies, as shown 
the high school record, admissions and placement tests, statements 
f references, and performance in an interview, if arranged . 
. Adequate academic preparation for the collegiate program, evidenced 
the satisfactory completion of 16 high school units, distributed as 
llows: 
Required High School Units 
Llbe111l Arts and Sciences Prt·EntlnttriiiJ, Prt·Scitntt 
Program (Tramftr) Program (T111Mftr) 
4 4 
1 l 
~lem. Alg. 1 {
3 
Elem. Alg. 1 
Plane Geom. 1 Plane Geom. 1 
nt. Alg. Y2 Int. Alg. Vz Trig. Vz 
3• * 
l • • • l (Physics or 










•Two years may be acceptable for admission, on condition that the exua year 
be made up . 
.. Two years may be acceptable for admission, if the student shows substantial 
ability and potential on the Bronx Community College Placement Test . 
.. The science unit may include General Science, Biology, Chemistry, Physics, 
Earth Science, Physiography or Physiology. 
~wo units of foreign language are required by the City College School of 
Technology and by many others. 
. Certification of good health and physical ability to meet the require-
eats of the program. 
I. Evidence of good citizenship and moral character. 
'· Submission of application and credentials before closing date. 
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THE COLLEGE 
ADMISSIONS AND PLACEMENT TESTS 
Transfer Programs (Liberal Arts and Sciences, and Pre-Engineering, Pre-
Science) 
All candidates for the transfer programs are required to take the 
Scholastic Aptitude Test of the College Entrance Examination Board 
(CEEB-SAT). Application for d1is examination should be made directly 
to the College Entrance Examination Board, Box 592, Princeton, N. J., or 
through the candidate's high school. The candidate should designate the 
Bronx Community College as the choice to which co send his scores. Since 
applications muse be made for this examination at lease four weeks before 
the examination dace, candidates are advised to apply early. 
Candidates for September admission are advised to take the CEEB 
the previous December; or the previous May, for February admission. 
However, tests taken at other times may be honored, if the results reach 
our Committee on Admissions in time for consideration with the candi-
date's application and other materials. 
Technology Programs (Business, Chemical, Electrical, Mechanical and 
Medical Laboratory) 
All applicants for the technology programs are required to take the 
Bronx Community College Placement Examination. The three-dollar 
fee for this examination, in the form of a check or money order made out 
to the Bronx Community College, should be sent directly co the college 
with the Guidance Placement questionnaire by the applicant. Candidates 
will be notified when and where to appear for the test. 
Applicants for the technology programs would be well advised to 
take the College Entrance Examination Board tests if they are considering 
a transfer program ultimately or plan to continue beyond the two-year 
curriculum. 
Applicants will receive reports of their standing in these tests, 
with their notifications of decision on acceptance to the college. 
ADMISSION WITH ADVANCED STANDING 
A minimum of at least one full year of attendance at the Bronx 
Community College will be necessary in order to earn a degree. 
Applicants for admission with advanced standing from other in-
stitutions of collegiate rank may be accepted beginning with the Fall, 
1959 semester. Courses to be credited must be qualitatively anc:J quanti-
tatively equivalent to Bronx Community College courses. 
Transfer applicants should send to the Office of the Registrar a cata-
logue of the college previously attended, indicating the courses for which 
credit is desired. Evaluations are subj-ect to the final decision of the Com· 
mittee on Course and Standing. 
ADMISSION WITH CONDITIONS 
Applicants for admission whose secondary school records indicate a 
deficiency of units or insufficient preparation may be conditionally ac-
cepted for admission. Such deficiencies must be removed within the time 
specified by the Committee on Admissions. 
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THE COLLEGE 
ADMISSIONS PROCEDURE-HOW TO APPLY 
1. Applications for admission may be obtained at the college office in 
person or by writing to the Office of the Registrar. Candidates should 
s:ad the catalogue carefully before filling out the application blank. 
2. The applicant should complete his section of the application form, 
md submit it to the office of his high school for completion. The high 
ecbool will .fill in applicant's high school record and return application 
6ectly to the Office of the Registrar at the College. No transcripts of 
.acord will be accepted from the student. 
3. The student should send his Guidance-Placement Questionnaire (and 
three-dollar fee for the Placement Test, if he is a technology program 
licant) directly to the College. 
The official closing dates for receipt of applications are: 
April 15, 1959 for admission to the September, 1959 class 
December 1, 1959 for admission to the February, 1960 class 
April 15, 1960 for admission to the September, 1960 class 
N.B. Applications received after closing dates will be considered only if 
e is still available . 
. Applicants applying on the basis of New York Stare Equivalency 
Diplomas should submit copies of the diploma and test scores along with 
y high school or college records accrued . 
. Applicants who have previously attended any other college or univer-
'lity should have that college or university forward directly to the Office 
of the Registrar an official transcript of this work, whether or not any 
aedit is requested. If attendance at such a college was for a short time 
and no grades were recorded, then a certificate of honorable dismissal is 
required. 
6. All students accepted for admission will be required to submit a medi-
al examination form provided by the college. 
7. Applicants may be asked to supply a certificate of residence before reg-
istration. 
8. AU fees must be paid in full at time of registration, unless a special 
arrangement has been previously made with the Fiscal Office. 
9. At registration time, students will be asked to submit two standard, 
passport-type (2 x 2~") identification photographs. 
10. Applicants to four-year municipal colleges may list the Bronx Com-
munity College as an alternative choice, b11t must request that their ap pli-
Uiions be forwarded. 
N.B. Candidates for admission are asked not to telephone about the status 
of their applications. Notification will be sent by mail as soon as action 
is taken. 
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THE COLLEGE 
THE COLLEGE BUILDING 
The attractive college building, designed in traditional Gothic style, 
is located in a quiet, residential neighborhood of the Bronx, "Borough 
of Universities." Conveniently accessible to all transit facilities, on an 
entire city block bounded by East 184th Street, Creston and Morris 
Avenues and Field Place, the commodious structure is near Fordham Road 
and the Grand Concourse. 
The basic facilities of the building are excellent - spacious lecture 
halls, classrooms, library, laboratories, shops, public auditorium and 
stage, lunchroom, gymnasium, swimming pool and elevators. To provide 
an up-to-date college, the premises are being renovated under the super-
vision of Perkins and Will, a well known architectural firm. New labora-
tories and shops in such diversified fields as business, drafting, language, 
science and technology will moderni:re and extend the scope of the edu-
cational plant. Additional equipment, more efficient illumination, land-
scaping and a student lounge will enhance its beauty, comfort and con-
venience. 
The facilities were improved during President Meister's previous 
incumbency as principal of the Bronx High &hool of Science, which then 
occupied the premises. 
The refurbished building is to undergo an extensive program of re-
habilitation costing several millions of dollars. The City and State of 
New York jointly bear the expense of this project to make the college a 
strong link in the chain of publicly supported institutions of higher 
education. 
THE LIBRARY 
The library, heart of an institution of higher learning, is an integral 
part of the instructional program. The library serves as a stimulus and 
guide in the student's quest for knowledge, in his chosen field and 
beyond. 
All students receive a written guide and an orientation lecture on 
the arrangement and use of the library. In addition, the library staff pro· 
vides reference aid for the individual reader. 
The library's program includes exhibitions and cultural displays, 
prepared in cooperation with student groups and the faculty. 
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The tuition fee is $125 pet semester for students who, at the rime 
of registration, have been legal residents of the State of New York for at 
least one year and of the City of New York for at least six months. 
StudentS who have been residentS of the State of New York for at 
least a year, but who live oucside of New York City, are also eligible 
for the tuition fee of $125 per semester. However, they must supply at 
registration time a certificate of proof of residence of six months in their 
county, signed by the County Fiscal Officer. (The form for the certificate 
of proof of residence will be mailed with notice of acceptance.) 
.All other studentS pay a tuition fee of $250 per semester. 
These low fees are yossible because more than two-thirds of the 
operating expenses and al of the capital costs of the college are borne 
by the City of New York and the Scare of New York. 
Tuition, laboratory and other fees must be paid at registration rime, 
unless special arrangements have been made in advance. 
N. B. The pressure of rising costs indicates the strong possibility of a 
small increase in tuition fees, probably $25 per semester, in 1960. 
Additional Fees and Costs 
Entrance Examination: 




Biology and Chemistry 





Books, instruments and tools as 
required for individual courses. 
$3 e All technology applicants are 
required to send this fee with 
their Guidance Placement 
Questionnaires. 
$10 per semester e All students pay this fee to 
support athletic teams, clubs, 
publications and various other 
extra-curricular activities. 
$2 e For late registrants 
$~ per course 
$3 per course 
No fee for 6rst 
semester 
$1 (after one 
free copy) 
$1 
e For materials supplied by the 
college. 
e Each student will receive an 
official assignment of a Iodcer 
space and must use the official 
lock, purchasable at the stu· 
dent store. 
e Students are entitled to re-
ceive one official trnnscript 
without charge. Additional 
ttanscri pts will be supplied 
for a dollar each. 
e This fee is charged for each 
duplicate copy of the Bursar's 
receipt, report of grades, etc. 
A stwdtrft iJ ttq>iirtd lo PG:1 llle cosl of rePGir or rt#l•cemetrl o/ .,., scllool eg>~ii11WII dulroyttl 
., dilntGttd b:1 /rim , 
N.B. In general, no refunds of fees will be made In the event of a student's withdrawal from. 
the collcae or from Individual courses. 
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SCHOLARSHIPS 
Some full and parcial tuition scholarships are available co qualified 
applicants . 
.An intensive program to raise funds for scholarships has been 
undertaken, with the invaluable assistance of the .Advisory Committee of 
the Bronx Community College . 
.A full year's tuition scholarship has been presented by the United 
Local School Boards of the Bronx, under the leadership of Mrs. Sadye S. 
Reiss, president, in honor of Dr. William Jansen, former Superintendent 
of Schools of New York City. 
Another full tuition scholarship for a year has been made available 
through the generosity of Mr. George D. Busher. 
Mrs. George D. Busher has contributed a full tuition scholarship 
for a year. 
Messrs. George Schroder and William T . Higgs have provided a full 
ruition scholarship for a year. 
A scholarship for one semester has been given by Mr. Robert N . 
Morgenrhau. 
An annual tuition scholarship has been endorsed by Mr. Joseph 
Cohen. 
Mrs. Margorie Horowitz has contributed one full tuition scholar-
ship in memory of her beloved husband, Harry Gregory Horowitz. 
President Morris Meister endorsed over to the Scholarship Fund an 
honorarium received from the Catholic Science Council. 
The Grand Street Boys Association has undertaken a substantial 
program of scholarship assistance for which srudents at the College may 
apply . 
.A plan of guaranteed employment at the College will enable students 
"co earn while they learn" and defray costs of ruition, books and other 
expenses. 
New York State &holarsbips may be applied to tuition costs at the 
college. 
The Veterans Administration will approve the college for war ser-
vice scholarships. 
Applications 
Applicants for scholarship aid should apply directly by mail to the 
Chairman, Scholarships and Srudenr Aid Committee, and make reference 
to this application in the place provided on the Guidance-Placement Ques-
tionnaire. 
Loans 
Qualified students may apply for a loan to meet college tuition 
and expenses under the plan of the New York State Education .As-
sistance Corporation. Applications may be obtained in the Office of the 
Registrar. 
Students are eligible for loans under the provisions of the National 
Defense Education Act of 1958. Inquiry should be made in the Office 
of the Registrar. 
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COMJ\1UNITY PARTICIPATION 
A SPECIAL STUDY 
The Fund for the Advancement of Education of the Ford Founda-
tion provided a grant of $15,000 to the college for an exploratory sur-
vey of curricula and practices in two-year colleges, to be used as a basis 
for establishing the program of the Bronx Community College. 
The following projects were carried out: 
1) A series of interviews with students in community colleges to ascer-
tain the types of educational needs the Bronx Community College would 
be called upon to fill. 
2) An investigation of ways to build up a mutually benencial relationship 
between the college and the local community. 
3) A survey of the industrial and commercial needs and resources of 
the surrounding community, to help in planning curriculum, in setting up 
cooperative programs and in the placement of graduates. 
4) An investigation into the possibility of instituting the following cur-
ricula at the Bronx Communtty College: a course in Social Work and 
Child Care; a course in Nursing; training as Optometric Technicians. 
~) A study of student attrition in a community college. 
Reports of these studies may be made available to authorized and in-
terested investigators. 
COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION IN THE COLLEGE 
The Advisory Committee of the Bronx Community College, com-
posed of prominent citizens, leads the community's program of support 
for and cooperation with the college. 
The Executive Committee consists of: 
HON. RUTH S. SHOUP, ex officio 
DR. MORRIS MEISTER, ex officio 
JUDGE ERNEST E. L. HAMMER, Honorary Chairman 
GEORGE D. BUSHER, Chairman 
GEORGE H. SCHRODER, Vice-Chairman 
WILLIAM T. HIGGS, Vice-Chllirman 
MRS. CELIA STEIN, Secretary-TreaJurer 
NATHANIEL M. MINKOFF, Member 
ABRAHAM GUREVICH, Member 
The Advisory Committee is currently engaged in several projects, 
including a scholarship drive and plans for the ceremonies of dedication 
of the college and inauguration of the president. A campaign to develop 
extension courses and a cultural center at the college, and efforts to find 
placement and apprentice training posts in commerce and industry are 
other areas being explored. 
( contin11ed on next page) 
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
The members of the Advisory Committee and their affillatioas are: 
BERNARD E. ALPERN 
President, Grand Iron Works 
JOSEPH L. AUER 
President, R. Hoe and Co. Inc. 
GEORGE D. BUSHER 
Vice-President, Eugene J. BtJsher 
Co. Inc. 
DONALD DARCY 




RT. REV. MSGR. 
BERNARD J. FLEMING 
Principal, Cardinal Hayes High 
School 
DR. MERLE E. FRAMPTON 
Principal, New York Institute for 
the EJucation of the Blind 
HON. WALTER H. GLADWIN 
City Magistrate 
ABRAHAM GUREVICH 
Security Mutual Liabilities 
Insurance Company 
HON. ERNEST E. L. HAMMER 
State Supreme Court Justice (ret.) 
REV. EDLER G. HAWKINS 
St. Augustine's Presbyterian Church 
WILLIAM T. HIGGS 
President, Bronx Board of Trade 
HAROLD KASE 
Director, Bronx Office, New York 
Chapter, American Red Crou 
HARRY LESSER 
Attorney 
DR. JOSEPH 0. LORETAN 
Associate Superintendent of Schools 
HON. CHARLES A. LORETO 
Municipal Court Justice 
DR. 0. CURRIER McEWEN 
Auociate Profeuor of Medicine, 
N.Y.U.-Bellevtle Medical Cenltr 
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REV. 
LAURENCE J. McGINLEY, S.J. 
President, Fordham University 
JOSEPH C. MEEHAN 
Executive Secretary, Bronx Board 
of Trade 
NATHANIEL M. MINKOFF 
Secretary· Treasurer, Joint Board, 
Dress and Waistmaker's Union 
ROBERT N. MORGENTHAU 
Attorney 
WILLIAM J. O 'LEARY 
Chairman, Education Committee, 
Bronx Chamber of Commerce 
RABBI JOSEPH PENNER 
Jacob H. Schiff Center 
MRS. SADYE S. REISS 
President, United Local School 
Boards of the Bronx 
RICHARD C. SACHS 
President, Sachs Quality Stores, Inc. 
GEORGE H. SCHRODER 
President, Bronx Chamber of 
Commerce 
DR. GEORGE SCHW AR'IZ 
Physician 
RABBI CHARLES E. SHULMAN 
Riverdale Temple 
MRS. CELIA STEIN 
Riverddle Press 
EUGENE L. SUGARMAN 
Attorney 
HON. FELIPE N. TORRES 
State Auemblyman 
ARTHUR A. WALSH 
Executive Secretary, Bronx 
Chamber of Commerce 
NEIL J. WALSH JR. 
Walsh & Walsh 
LOUIS E. YA VNER 
Attorney 
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BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE 2 1 
ACAD-eMIC REGULATIONS AND STUDENT LIFE 
DEGREES OFFERED 
The Bronx Community College has been authorized by the Board 
of Regents of the University of the State of New York to award the 
degrees of Associate in Arts (A.A.) and Associate in Applied Science 
(A.A.S.) to qualified graduates who satisfactorily complete all the schol-
arship requirements of their respective curricula and are recommended 
by the faculty to the President. 
Students are required to pursue the course of study as prescribed in 
their respective curricula. 
ACADEM1C RATING 
Students must maintain high standards of achievement to retain fully 
matriculated status and earn a degree at the Bronx Community College. 
System of Grading 
The student receives a letter grade in ead1 course at the end of the 













60-69 Lowest passing 
55-60 Poor, doubtful 







*E- Conditional failure. Student is given a special examination during 
the succeeding term to resolve the doubt about his status. If he succeeds 
in this make-up opportunity, the grade he receives is a D; jf he fails, 
the grade is F. 
G-Equivalent of F, student dropped for unsatisfactory scholarship. 
H-Equivalent of F, student dropped for unsatisfactory attendance. 
]-Student permitted to drop course, without penalty. 
K-The grade K plus a numerical percentage is assigned to a student 
whose work has been satisfactory but who has been absent from a final 
examination. The student may submit to the Committee on Course and 
Standing evidence as co physical inability to attend the examination and 
may apply for a re-examination, to be given by the respective depart-
ment ac its earliest convenience, without grade penalty co the student. 
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ACADEMIC REGULATIONS 
Academic Ratings (Cont'd.) 
L- The grade L plus a numerical percentage signifies that the work of 
a course has been left incomplete, and that the instructor has given the 
student an opportunity to hand in a project at a subsequent date, no 
later than March 1 or October 1 of the subsequent semester. The sub-
sequent letter grade may involve penalty for failure to complete the as-
signment on time. 
Grades of E, K and L become F, unless a passing grade is substituted as 
a result of successful completion of the work or the examination in the 
course, within the time stipulated. 
A student must repeat any required course in which he receives an F. 
N.B. Some institutions grant transfer credit only for courses passed with 
grades of C or better; others require minimum grades of B. 
Scholastic Standards 
A student must earn an overall average of C in all his courses to re-
ceive a degree. 
The College requires that a student mainrain a C average each semes-
ter to remain in good standing. Students who fail to achieve this level of 
scholastic competence will have their records and the contributing cir-
cumstances reviewed by the Committee on Course and Standing. 
The Committee may require that: 
1. the student be placed on probation with a reduced program; 
2. the student consider a change in curriculum; 
3. the student be dropped from the college. 
Students on probation follow curtailed academic programs and are 
required to restrict their extra-curricular activities. 
Attendance 
Regular attendance and punctuality are basic requirements for high 
quality accomplishment. Attendance is taken in all classes and the legal 
minimum of attendance is 85% of the sessions. 
Failure to comply with this rule may result in debarment for exces-
sive absences. 
In cases where excessive absences become unavoidable for medical 
or other sufficient reasons, a student may apply to the Committee on 
Course and Standing for permission to withdraw, without penalty, from 
a single course or courses. Where such permission is granted, the grade 
of J will be recorded. 
"Dean's List" 
Students who achieve a B average, equivalent to a scholastic index 
of 3.0, will be suitably recognized for their academic achievement. 
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STUDENT UFE 
Student Decorum 
Students of the Bronx Community College are expected to condua 
themselves as loyal and conscientious citizens. As mature ladies and gentle-
men, they observe the best standards of the community. 
The bylaws of the Board of Higher Education include the following 
paragraph: "Each student enrolled in any coUege or school under the 
control of the Board and every organization, association, publication, club 
or chapter shall obey all the rules and regulations and orders of the duly 
established college authorities, shall give punctual and courteous attention 
to all college duties, shall conform to the requirements of good manners 
and good morals, and shall obey the laws of the City, State and Nation 
within college grounds and elsewhere." 
Registrar's Announcements 
Transcripts 
1) Official transcripts bear the seal of the col!ege and the signature of the 
Registrar. Thes·e transcripts will be sent at student or official request to 
colleges and universities, official or governmental agencies, and business 
offices considering the student for employment. 
An official transcript cannot be issued to a student or an alumnus. 
2) Requests for transcripts, when needed, should be filed as early as pos· 
sible in the Office of the Registrar. Such requests cannot be honored im· 
mediately during registration or other busy periods. 
3) No fee is charged for the initial transcript. A one-dollar fee is charged 
for subsequent requests. 
Change of Address or Name 
Any change of address or name should be reported co the Office of 
the Registrar immediately. 
Student Records 
Each student, or if he is under twenty-one years of age, his parent 
or guardian, may be required to sign a consent for release of his medical 
or personnel records under conditions established by the college to ap-
propriately authorized personnel or agencies. 
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STUDENT LIFE 
EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 
The college encourages student self-government and participation in 
organization and operation of clubs, athletic and social events, publi-
and musical, arcistic, dramatic and cultural activities. 
An appropriate collegiate atmosphere is conducive to the develop-
of initiative, leadership, loyalty, independent thinking, the social 
and community harmony. 
COLLEGE COLORS AND SYMBOLS 
The "Green and Gold" motif depicted on the cover of this bulletin 
IJ.IIeprc~,ts more than a harmonious blend of color. 
The green of photosynthesis was selected to suggest creativity and 
traits to ~ cultivated in aspiring college students. 
gold of the sun's rays, source of energy and light, was chosen 
symbolize the qualities of a mind that seeks to penetrate and illuminate 
areas of knowledge. 
The combination of green and gold points up the determination to 
.. dVance human progress, the idealism and intellectual fervor of the youth-
spirit. 
The student body will choose their college songs and symbols as 
develop. 
COLLEGE SEAL 
The seal of the Bronx Community College symbolizes its educational 
The tree of learning is bearing fruit on three branches. 
In the section, an open book representing modem scholarship 
supen1mpose·d upon an ancient scroll, to show that the wisdom of the 
the knowledge of the past may help us to live better in the 
In the lower left section, the palm of a hand holding the planet, 
asserts the conviction that man controls his own destiny. 
diagram of the atom in the lower right-band segment suggests 
efforts to control matter and energy for life purposes. New vistas 
opened for man's exploration, as well as challenges tO his values 
ability to solve moral problems. 
The college, born in 1957, is dedicated to the realization of humani-
highest ideals through education. 
Professor .Albert D'Andrea of the Department of Art of the City 
of New York designed the seal, based on ideas submitted by the 
P"'"u"'''" and the faculty. 
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THE CURRICULUM 
PROGRAM OF STUDIES OFFERED BY THE COLLEG 
The Bronx Community College is a two-year coeducational insti 
cion of higher learning which offers two types of programs: 
{1) Transfer Programs , 
The transfer programs in Liberal Arts and Sciences and in P 
Engineering, Pre-Science are intended for those students who plan co con 
tinue their academic studies at a four-year college and beyond in furth 
graduate study. (The transfer cu"icula are described in detail later int 
catalogue. ) 
(2) Technology Programs 
The programs in Business, Chemical, Electrical, Mechani 
and Medical Laboratory Technology offer an opportunity for a curricul 
that combines firm grounding in general education with specific car 
preparation. The student is prepared, after two years, to enter the worl 
of work with developed skills so as co fill a position in a chosen field 
a technician, sub-professional, executive assistant, etc. (The techno/o 
c11"imla are described in detail later itt the catalogue.) 
TRANSFER PROGRAMS 
Qualified graduates of the Bronx Community College transfer p 
gram will be admitted to a four year municipal college with full cr 
after the satisfactory completion of two years of srudy in the liberal a 
and sciences or pre-engineering, pre-science program, under the followi 
arrangements: 
(a) Graduates who earn the A.A. degree (with a minimum of 
average, which is a Bronx Community College requirement) may be 
mined to the third year of a selected Jiberal arts and sciences program. 
(b) Students in the pre-engineering, pre-science curriculum are 
quired to maintain, in addition to the general C average, grades of C 
better in their courses in Chemistry, Drafting, Mathematics and Physi 
in order to be admitted to the study of engineering in the junior class 
the School of Technology at the City College. 
Srudents who wish to continue their srudies in four-year colle 
other than the municipal colleges should arrange to communicate 
rectly with those institutions to determine standards and procedures ol 
admission, transfer of course credits, etc. 
All students who plan co continue their education beyond the c 
munity college should confer with a Guidance Counselor and with 
Registrar as early in their academic careers as possible. In general, 
administrators of four year colleges prefer that students complete their 
two years of study at the Bronx Community College before transfer. 
Extension Courses and Summer Session 
The college plans to offer evening and extension courses, beginning in Septem-
ber, 19:>9, as well as to organi~e a summer session. 
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THE CURRICULUM 
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THE LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES 
(TRANSFER) PROGRAM 
The world of today, with its demand for specialists, makes 1i 
education more needed than ever before so that people may Jive a 
life with advantage to themselves and their fellows. The spirit of f 
inquiry must prevail in classroom, laboratory and library. A. truly li 
education involves an individual in the pursuit of knowledge and t 
wherever they lead; frees the mind from ignorance, bigotry, supersti · 
and fear; and helps man develop a sense of proportion about life 
society. 
Traditionally, various studies have been considered uniquely li 
izing. At the Bronx Community College, all the curricula contain a 
anced proportion of these elements. 
The curriculum in Liberal Arts and Sciences is composed of req · 
and elective courses in areas dealing with: the arts of communication 
English composition, speech, and modem languages ; the record of soci 
and the nature of human institutions - ·economics, government, his 
and sociology; the laws of nature - biology, chemistry and physics; 
understanding of human emotions and the mental processes - lo • 
mathematics and psychology; the values and esthetic pursuits by w · 
men live - art, literature, music and philosophy; and the techniques 
cultivating the sound mind in a sound body - health education. 
In modern times, a realistic education must help an individual 
lead an economically productive life as well as an intellectually cr · 
one. Many avenues to self-support are open to the graduate of the li 
Arts and Sciences curriculum. The Associate in Arts graduate is prep 
for admission to the third year of a four-year college, where further 
preparation may be pursued. 
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After professional or graduate schools, 











LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES (TRANSFER) 
leading to the A.A. degree 
CREDITS BY SEMESTER 
COURSES 1 2 3 4 
GENERAL EDUCATION: 
GA 1 Art Appreciation 1 
GE 0 Remedial Speech (qualified students 
may be excused) '12 
GE 1, 2 English Composition 1, 2 3 3 
GE 3, 4 Speech 1, 2 2 2 
6E 5, 6 Literature 1, 2 3 3 
G- 1, 2 Foreign Language 1, 2 3 3 
GH 1. 4 Health Education 1, 2, 3, 4 '12 ~ '12 ~ 
GM Music Appreciation 1 
GS 1, 2 Contemporary Civilization 1, 2 3 3 
GS 3 Government 3 
GS 4 Economics 3 
Electives: (Total of Four) 
G· English, Forelgn Language or 
Social Studies 6 6 
Mathematics and Science: 
SM 1, 2 Mathematics 1, 2 3 3 
~ Science: (Choice of One) 4 4 
SB 1, 2 Biology 1, 2 
sc 1, 2 Chemistry 1, 2 
SP 1, 2 Physics 1, 2 
Electives: 
Mathematics or Science: 8 8 
Total by semester 16~- 16'12 Ulh- 15~-
17 17% 17% 
Total for degree 64-68 credits 
Advisor: PROFESSOR ABRAHAM TAUBER, Head of General Education 
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THE PRE-ENGINEERING, PRE-SCIENCE 
(TRANSFER) PROGRAM 
Engineers and scientists are playing a leading role in the ato 
space age. We all come in contact every day with new products 
processes which have been created by highly trained scientists or 
gineers. 
Our country is in need of more men and women trained to 
vance the frontiers of science. Opportunities are unlimited. The fi 
of engineering is so diversified that after proper training, one may eo 
any one of a number of specialized types of work. 
The experienced and successful scientist or engineer knows 
necessity of rigorous preparation for his profession, especially in rna 
maries and basic science. The pre-engineering, pre-science program 
the Bronx Community College is based on this well-founded premise. 
Both the success of the individual and the welfare of society req · 
that professionals in science and engineering be citizens of sound ju 
ment, broad wisdom and humane sympathies. Hence, the curriculum 
the Bronx Community College includes a balance of courses in the h 
manities. 
An engineering or science student may spend the first two years 
his study in an intimate, community college atmosphere. Since the 
year curriculum is patterned after the best in the country, it allows 
fer co a standard four-year engineering college such as the School 
Technology at the City College, or to a school of liberal arts and 
ences, to permit a student further preparation in a science area. 
PitldJ opm 10 a gradualt of a four-ytltl' engintering (()/lege or a follr-J 
u ience (Ouru: 
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~ 
CURRICULUM 
PRE-ENGINEERING, PRE-SCIENCE (TRANSFER) 
leading to the A.A.S. deg.ree 
CREDITS BY SEMESTER 
COURSES 1 2 3 4 
~ENERAL EDUCATION: 
~ 1 Art Appreciation• I• 
~ 0 Remedial Speech (qualified students 
may be excused) l'2 
~ 1, 2 English Composition 1, 2 3 3 
~ 3, 4 Speech 1, 2 2 2 
~H 1, 2 Health Education 1, 2 'h ¥2 
(iM 1 Music Appreciation• t • 
GS Contemporary Civilization 1, 2 3 3 
~ 
ElefliveJ: 
English, Foreign Language or 3 3 
Social Studies 
Mathematics and Science: 
~ 1, 2 Chemistry 1, 2 4 4 
~ 11, 12, 
13, 14 Mathematics 11, 12, 13, 14 4 5 5 4 
~ 11, 12, Physics 11, 12, 13 
13 
4 4 4 
ISP 14 Analytical Mechanics 3 
P.leftive: (Choice of one) 4 
~ 15 Atomic Physics 
~ 16 Elecrricicy & Magnetism 
~p 17 Geology 
$C 7 Quantitative Analysis 
TECHNOLOGY: 
"''M 1, 2 Engineering Graphics 1, 2 3 3 
Total by semester 18· 19'12 20 17'1.2 
18% 
Total for degree 75 credits 
•Choice of one 
Advisor: PROFESSOR MANUEL STILLERMAN, Head of Electrical 
and Mechanical Technology 
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THE PROGRAM IN BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY 
.America's high standard of living and its heritage of freedom are 
based on our free economy. Many career opportunities with excellent 
prospects for advancement exist in the .fields of business, industry, com-
merce and government for energetic, ambitious young people. In pro-
viding training for men and women interested in such positions, the 
curriculum in Business Technology offers a well-rounded program in 
general education, as well as specialized elective subjects. 
Students begin their specialization in the second semester, concen-
trating in such areas as Accounting and Business Management, Retailing, 
Executive Assisting, Legal or Medical Secretary and Real Estate and 
Insurance. 
The Accounting specialization prepares young men and women for 
office positions which involve the handling of financial records. 
The Retailing specialization prepares for positions of responsibility 
in department stores, specialty stores, buying offices and independent 
small scores. 
The Executive Assisting specialization prepares the student for 
secretarial functions in business or governmental offices, social work 
agencies and the like. 
The Executive Assisting-Legal Secretarial specialization prepares for 
the duties of a legal secretary in a law office, legal department or legal di· 
vision of a business .firm or governmental agency. 
The Executive Assisting-Medical Secretarial specialization prepares 
the student to become a secretary to a physician or dentist, to perform 
duties as a medical or dental receptionist and laboratory assistant fOt 
routine laboratory procedures. 
The Real Estate and Insurance specialization prepares for careers as 
agents and brokers in real estate and 10surance. Training in this speciali-
zation is designed to prepare graduates for the New York State licensing 
examinations. 
Additional .fields of specialization will be added by the department 
to meet the interests, desires and aptitudes of its students and the em-
ployment opportunities in the ever-changing, dynamic world of business. 
Careers open to gradua111: Opportunities a11ai/able after further 
Assistant Buyer training, edu(alion (/nd experienu: 
Assistant Store Manager Budget Director 
Executive Trainee Buyer 
Executive Assistant in Social Agency Certified Public Accountant 
Insurance Agent Contro!ler 
Junior Accountant Execunve Secretary 
Legal Secretary Merchandise Manager 
Medical Secretary Office Mana~er 
Office Assistant Personnel D1rector 
Real Estate Agent Real Estate and Insurance Broker 
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CURRICULUM 
BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY 
leading to the A.A.S. degree 
CREDITS BY SEMESTER 
COURSES 1 2 3 4 
GENERAL EDUCATION: 
GA 1 Art Appreciation 
GE 0 RemeJrat Spe«h (qualified students 
may be excused) Y2 
GE 1, 2 English Composition 1, 2 3 3 
GE 3, 4 speech 1, 2 2 2 
GH 1, 2 Heahh Education 1, 2 ¥2 Yz 
GM 1 Music Appreciation 1 
GS 1, 2 Contemporary Civilization 1, 2 3 3 
GS 4 Economics 3 
GS s Psychology 3 
GM P./"tiv•: • 
G- English, Foreign Language or 
Social Studies 3* 3* 
Matbemadcs and Science: 
SB 1 Biology 1 4 
SM 1 Mathematics 1 3 
E/ertiv•: • 
S- Mathematics or Science 4• 4• 
TECHNOLOGY: 
TB 1 Accounting 1 4 
TB 13 Office Practice and Management 4 
TB- E/ectif,es in SpedalizaJion 6-9 6-9 6-9 
Total by semester 17Yz- 16¥2- u- l S-
18 19Yz 19 19 
Total for degree 64-n 
•Choose from either group 
Advisor: PROFESSOR BERNARD P. CORBMAN, Head of Business Technology 
BUSINI!SS TECHNOLOGY 33 
THE PROGRAM IN CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY 
Industrial chemistry is one of our rapidly growing manufactutin 
industries. Technicians are employed in research, in developing n 
products - pharmaceuticals, plastics, metals, alloys, ceramics and fuels 
and in finding new uses for products presently available. From th 
processes have come penicillin and streptomycin, nylon and dacron, syn 
thetic rubber and high octane gasoline. 
A. career in the chemical field may find one employed in a labora-
tory, or a plant, at a desk, or in a variety of other situations. 
The Chemical Technology course is open co both men and women. 
The program of study and training offered is designed to give the studeor 
a fi1m foundation in the general concepts of chemistry, physics and math-
ematics as a prelude to specialization. 
The student becomes acquainced with the theoretical and practical 
aspects of chemistry. 
Typical fiOralional opporlunilieJ 











Students interested in a professional career in chemistry may take 
the Liberal Arcs and Sciences or Pre-Engineering, Pre-Science transfer 
program leading co specialization at a four-year college and graduate 
school. 




leading to the A.A.S. degree 
CREDITS BY SEMESTER 
COURSES 1 2 3 4 
GENERAL EDUCATION: 
GA 1 Art Appreciation* 1* 
GE 0 Remedial Speech (qualified students 
may be excused) Y2 
GE I , 2 English Composition 1, 2 3 3 
GE 3 Speech 1 2 
GH 1, 2 Health Eduattion 1, 2 Y2 Y2 
GM 1 Music Appreciation* 1* 
GS I , 2 Contemporary Civilization 1, 2 3 3 
ElecJives: 
G· English, Foreign Language or 
Social Studies 3 3 
Mathematics and Science : 
sc 1 Chemistry 1 4 
sc 3, 4 Organic Chemistry 1, 2 4 4 
sc 6 Qualitative Analysis 4 
sc 7 guanti tative Analysis 4 
SM t, 2 Marhematics 1, 2 3 3 
SP 1, 2 Physics 1, 2 4 4 
TECHNOLOGY: 
TC 1 Physical Chemistry 4 
TC 2 Industrial Chemistry 4 
TC 3 Industrial Analysis 4 
TC 4 Unit Operations 2 
TM 1 Engineering Graphics 1 3 
TM 3 Engineering Materials and Processes 2 
Total by semester 18¥.2- 18¥.2 19 19 
19 
Total for degree 7'5 credits 
*Choice of one 
Advisor: PROFESSOR SHELDON M. ATLAS, Acting Head of 
Chemical Technology 
CHl!MICAL TECHNOLOGY : 35 
THE PROGRAM IN ELECfRICAL TECHNOLOGY 
Great strides have been made in the electrical and electronic .fields 
in the last few decades; as a result, a great demand bas arisen for ade· 
quately trained personnel. Competent technicians are needed to design, 
build, test and maintain the complex elect.rical and electronic devices 
which are part of our industrial strucrure. 
The Electrical Technology course is intended for high school grad-
uates with an interest in electricity and good preparation and competence 
in mathematics and science. 
The curriculum provides the broad base necessary for most semi-
professional jobs in the electrical .field. The well trained technician is 
an invaluable addition to a development laboratory where many types 
of problems are encountered daily. 
Some specialization is introduced through electives given in the 
fourth semester. Moreover, the course provides the technical background 
necessary to learn the details of any specialty, later, in the field. 
In the laboratory courses, techniques and equipment are used which 
simulate those found in industry. 
To achieve the skillful use of communicative processes and an un· 
derstaoding of our society and culture, courses in English, the humanities 
and social studies are offered in the curriculum to develop an individual 
who will be an ass·et to himself, co society and to his employer. The cur-
riculum provides an excellent base for growth and development from 
experience and further education. 
Vocational opporlllnilier for which 
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Quality Control Supervisor 
CURRICULUM 
ELECTRICAL TECHNOLOGY 
leading to the A.A.S. degree 
COURSES 
CREDITS BY SEMESTER 
1 2 3 4 
GENERAL EDUCATION: 
GA 1 Art Appreciat.ion• 1* 
GE 0 Remedial Speech ) qualified students 
may be excused ~ 
GE 1, 2 English Composition 1, 2 ~ ~ 
GE ~ Speech 1 2 
GH 1, 2 Health Education 1, 2 Y:z ~ 
GM Music Appreciation• 1* 
GS 1, 2 Contemporary Civilization 1. 2 ~ ~ 
E!.leclive: 
G- English or Social Studies 
Mathematics and Science: 
SM 1. 2 Mathematics 1, 2 ~ 3 
SP 1 Physics 1 4 
TECHNOLOGY: 
TE 1, 2 Electric Circuits 1, 2 5 4 
TE 3, 4 Fields & Electronics 1, 2 5 4 
TE '· 6 Electric Machines & Power 1, 2 2 3 TE 7 Electric Product Design 2 
TM 1 Engineering Graphics 1 3 
TM 3 Engineering Materials & Processes 2 
TM 31, 32 Mechanical Technology 1, 2 2 3 
f!/ecli11es: (Choice of rwo) 8 
TE 21 Electric Power Systems 
TE 22 Electric Layout and Estimating 
TE 23 TV and Radar 
TE 24 Pulse and D igital Circuits 
TE n Computers 
TE 26 Servo Systems 
TE 27 Semi-Conductors 
TE 28 FM and Microwaves 
TE 29 Electronic Manufacturing Techniques 
Total by semester 18Y:z· 19 l6Y:z 18 
19 
Total for degree 72 credits 
•Choice of one 
Advisor: PROFESSOR 1\!ANUEL STJI.LBRMAN, Head of Electrical 
and Mechanical Technology 
JlLI!CTIUCAL TECHNOI. OGY 37 
THE PROGRAM IN MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY 
The advances of modern science and technology are well known ro 
all. These giant steps in human progress rest on a highly developed me· 
chanical technology which produces practical results from the designs and 
visions of the scientist and engineer. 
The field of mechanical technology offers a wide range of challeng· 
ing occupational opportunities, including a growing need for specialists. 
The tremendous scope and quantity of mechanical engineering work in 
commerce and government has created an unprecedented demand for well 
trained mechanical technicians. In fact, industry is turning more and more 
to the technician to assume responsibilities previously handled by en-
gineers. 
The curriculum in mechanical technology is meant for high school 
graduates who have an interest in mechanical work and an aptitude and 
background in mathematics and science. The comprehensive course em-
phasizes sound basic training, includes a solid core of general education, 
and provides specialization through a choice of elective offerings. 
The practical work done in the laboratories is planned to reproduce 
the real conditions of industry. The equipment is of industrial caliber 
and the procedures duplicate as far as possible current practice. Visits 
are made co industrial installations so as co maintain a proper perspective 
on actual manufacturing facilities. 
The graduate i! prt pared 
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With ft;rther training and txperitnct: 
Designer 
Metallurgist 









leading to the A.A.S. degree 
COURSES 
CREDITS BY SEMESTER 
1 2 3 4 
GENERAL EDUCATION: 
GA 1 An .Appreciation• t • 
GE 0 Remedial Speech ( qualined students 
may be excused} ~ 
GE 1, 2 English Composition 1, 2 3 3 
GE 3 Speech 1 2 
GH 1, 2 Health Education 1, 2 ~ Y2 
GM Music .Appreciation• 1* 
GS 1, 2 Contemporary Civilization 1, 2 3 3 
El«tive: 
G- English or Social Studies 3 
Mathematics and Science: 
SM 1, 2 Mathematics 1, 2 3 
SP 1 Physics 1 4 
SP 3 Mechanic-s--- --------- ------:3::-------
TECHNOLOGY: 
TE 31, 32 Elecuical Technology 1, 2 2 
TM 1, 2 Engineering Grap~h;,.;ics~1.:..., ;:.2-=---------'3:---_....:3:.__ _ __ _ 
TM 3 Engineering Materials and Processes 2 
2 TM 4, ~ Mechanical Producr Design 1, 2 2 
TM 6 Saength of Material:-s---'"--_:....-----------4-;---
Electives: (Choice of two • 3rd semester) 8 
TMll Machine Design 
TM 12 Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer 
TMB Metallurgy 
TM14 Production Planning 
(Choice of two- 4th semester) 8 
TM 21 .Advanced Machine Design 
TM22 Tool Design 
TM23 Refrigeration and Air Conditioning 
TM24 Heating and V entilaring 
TM25 Industrial Management 
TM26 Industrial Plant Planning 
TM27 lnsuumentation and Conuol Systems 
TE 33 Elecrronics for Mech. Tech. students 
Total by semester 18Y:z· 16Y:z 17 17 
19 
Tow for degree 69 aedits 
*Choice of one 
Advisor: PROFESSOR MANUEL STILLERMAN, Head of Elecuical 
and Mechanical Technology 
MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY 39 
THE PROGRAM IN 
MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY 
The advance of scientific knowledge in the field of medicine has 
multiplied the need for personnel trained in such areas as X-Ray, hema-
tology, serology, histology and bio-chemistry. Opportunities for service 
and employment abound as technicians and medical or research assistants 
in private, city, state and federal offices, hospitals, laboratories and 
clinics, research divisions of drug and chemical corporations, and in pri-
vate and public educational and research instirutions. 
Thorough preparation in medical laboratory procedures is provided 
in the curriculum of the Bronx Community College to assure intelligent 
performance and competence. Liberal arts courses are an integral part of 
the student's collegiate experience. If students desire to continue their 
education at a four-year college, our courses may be accepted for advanced 
standing. 
N.B. The successful completion of the Liberal Arts and Sciences (trans-
fer) program can serve as a rwo year pre-nursing program, qualifying 
students from the Bronx Community College for admission to advanced 
standing in the course for the B.S. at such institutions as Cornell Uni-
versity - New York Hospital and the Department of Nursing, Faculty 
of Medicine, Columbia University. 
Voralional opportunities 
available after graduation: 
Laboratory assistant 
Medical assistant 
Medical laboratory technician 
Medical record clerk, typist, 
secretary or receptionist 
X-Ray Technician 
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Alter further training, 









MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY 
leading to the A.A.S. degree 
CREDITS BY SEMESTER 
COURSES 1 2 3 4 
GENERAL EDUCATION : 
GA 1 Art Appreciation 1 
GE 0 Remedial Speech (qualified students 
may be excused) )G 
GE 1, 2 English Composition 1, 2 ~ ~ 
GE ; Speech 1 2 
GH 1, 2 Health Education 1, 2 Y2 Y2 
GM 1 Music Aepreciation 1 
GS 1, 2 Contemporary Civilization 1, 2 3 3 
GS ~ Psychology ; 
GS 6 Sociology 3 
B/t(ti1m: 
G- English, Foreign Language or 
Social Studies 
3 3 
Mathematics and Science: 
SB 1 Biology 1 (Zoology) 4 
SB 4 Biology 4 (Histolon) 4 
SB 5, 6 .Anatomy & Physiology 1, 2 4 4 
SB 7 Biology 7 (Microbiology) . 4 
sc 1, 2 Chemistry 1, 2 4 4 
sc 8 Bio-chemistry 4 
SM 1 Mathematics 1 3 
TECHNOLOGY : 
TD 1, 2 Electric Machines in Medicine 1, 2 2 2 
Total by semester 17¥2- 17% 16 17 
18 
Total for degree 68 credits 
Advisor: PROFESSOR HENRY F. WHITE, Head of Medical 
Laboratory Technology 
' 
MBOICAL, LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY : 41 
J 
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK 
Central Administrative Office: Albany 1, N. Y. 
LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGE 
Harpur College at Endicott 
MEDICAL COLLEGES 
State University Downstate Medical Center in New York City 
State University Upstate Medical Center in Syracuse 
TEACHERS COLLEGES 
State University College for Teachers at Albany 
State University Teachers College at Brockport 
State University College for Teachers at Buffalo 
State University Teachers College at Cortland 
State University Teachers College at Fredonia 
State University Teachers College at Geneseo 
State University Teachers College at New Paltz 
State University Teachers College at Oswego 
State University Teachers College at Plattsburgh 
State University Teachers College at Potsdam 
OTHER PROFESSIONAL COLLEGES 
State University College of Forestry at Syracuse Universiry 
State University Maritime College at Fort Schuyler 
State University College on Long Island at Oyster Bay 
State University College of Ceramics at Alfred University 
New York State College of Agriculture at Cornell University 
New York State College of Home Economics at Cornell University 
New York State School of Industrial and Labor Relations at Cornell University 
New York State Veterinary College at Cornell University 
AGRICULTURAL AND TECHNICAL INSTITUTES 
State University Agricultural and Technical Institute at Alfred 
State University Agricultural and Technical Institute at Canton 
State University Agricultural and Technical Institute &t Cobleskill 
State University Agricultural and Technical Institute at Delhi 
State University Agricultural and Technical Institute at Farmingdale 
State University Agricultural and Technical Institute at Morrisville 
COMMUNITY COLLEGES 
(Locally-sponsored cwo·year colleges under the program of State University) 
Auburn Community College at Auburn 
Bronx Community College at New York City 
Broome Technical Community College at Binghamton 
Corning Community College at Corning 
Dutchess County Community College at Poughkeepsie 
Erie County Technical Institute at Buffalo 
Fashion Institute of Technology at New York City 
Hudson Valley Technical Institute at Troy 
Jamestown Community College at Jamestown 
Mohawk Valley Technical Institute ar Utica 
New York City Community College of Applied Arts and Sciences 
Orange County Community College at Middletown 
Staten Island Community College at Staten Island 
Westchester Communiry College at White Pl&ins 
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
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GA 1 Art Appreciation 2 hrs. 1 a. 
The study and appreciation of architecture, sculpture, painting and 
the graphic arts. Field trips to museums and other art facilities supple-
meat readings, films, exhibits and lecture materials. 
ENGLISH-SPEECH 
GE 0 Remedial Speech 2 hrs. Y2 cr. 
Oinical instruction to overcome speech handicaps and deficiencies. 
Individual and small group therapy to achieve an acceptable speech pat· 
tern. (Assignment after an examination. Qualified students may be ex-
cused.) 
GE 1 English Composition 1 3 hrs. 3 a. 
Readings, discussions, conferences and writing of themes to de· 
velop skill and facility in the use of the English language. u 
GE 2 English Composition 2 3 hrs. 3 cr. 
Based on critical reading of literary types. Discussions, conferences 
and analysis of ideas and techniques of rhetoric lead to more advanced 
writing proj'ects, research papers and creative efforts. 
Prereq: GE 1 
GE 3 Speech Fundamentals 1 3 hrs. 2 cr. 
Development of effective oral communication. Language structure 
and vocal production. Practice in the oral interpretation of literature, 
dramatics, the techniques of the interview, discussions and various forms 
of public address. 
GB 4 Advanced Speech 2 3 hrs. 2 cr. 
Effective techniques of oral communication. Practice in public speak· 
ing and group discussion, with emphasis on audience and propaganda 
analysis and the psychology and logic of persuasion. 
Prereq: GE 3 
GE 5 Classical Literature 1 3 hrs. 3 cr. 
Significant ideas and literary techniques in the classics including 
major works in translation, from earliest times and various cultures. 
GB 6 Modern Literature 2 3 hrs. 3 cr . 
. Studies in the comparative literature of the 19th and 20th centuries. 
Emphasis on American, British and continental writers. 
• As the College grows, additional eleaives will be added to the offerings of 
the various depanroents and curricula. 
Bronx Community College reserves the right to offer only such courses as are 
warranted by registration and to withdraw courses, if necessary. 
•• Assignment will be made to special remedial groups for those in need of such 
instruction. 
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
HEALTH EDUCATION (for men and women, separately) 
GH 1 Health Education 1 2 hrs. ~ cr. 
Fundamental techniques and skills in calisthenics, smnts, rumbling, 
swimming and seasonal team sports. 
GH 2 Health Education 2 2 hrs. ~ cr. 
Advanced techniques and skills. 
GH 3 Health Education 3 2 hrs. ~ cr. 
Body building and the use of heavy apparams. (Mea only) 
Rhythmic and modern dance. (Women only) 
GH 4 Health Education 4 2 hrs. ~ cr. 
Tennis, badminton, golf and handball. Participation in planned con-
tests. (lntramurals) 
MODERN LANGUAGES 
GF 01, 02, 03 Elementary-Intermediate French 3 hrs. 3 cr. each 
Fundamentals of grammar and vocabulary building; correct pronun-
ciation, basic convcrsacion and readings; cultural and historical develop-
ments in France. 
GF 1, 2 College French 1, 2 3 hrs. 3 cr. each 
Study of current usage including idiomatic constructions and gram-
mar, conversation, reading, oral and written translation and a survey 
of historical, geographical, literary, philosophical and culmral develop-
meats in France. 
Prereq: Three yearr of ucondary rchool French or GP 03. 
GG 01, 02, 03 Elementary-Intermediate German 3 hrs. 3 cr. each 
Fundamentals of grammar and vocabulary building; correct pronun-
ciation, basic conversation and readings; culmral and historical develop-
ments in Germany. 
GG 1, 2 College German 1, 2 3 hrs. 3 cr. each 
Study of current usage including idiomatic constructions and gram-
mar, conversation, reading, oral and written translation and a survey 
of historical, geographical, literary, philosophical and cultural develop-
ments in Germany. 
Prereq: Three ytarr of recondary rchool Germtm or GG 03. 
G Sp 01, 02, 03 Elementary-Intermediate Spanish 3 hrs. 3 cr. each 
Fundamentals of grammar and vocabulary building; correct pronun-
ciation, basic conversation and readings ; cultural and historical develop-
ments in Spain and Spanish-speaking lands. 
G Sp 1, 2 College Spanish 3 hrs. 3 cr. each 
Study of current usage including idiomatic constructions and gram-
mar, conversation, reading, oral and written translation and a survey of 
historical, geographical, literary, philosophical and cultural developments 
in Spain and Spanish-speaking lands. 
Prereq: Thrte yearr of rtcondary rrhool Spanish or G Sp 03. 
GBNBilAL EDUCATION 45 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
MUSIC 
GM 1 Music Appreciation 2 hrs. 1 cr. 
The forms, styles and meaning of music. The background of its de· 
velopment. Audio and visual illustrations are utilized to increase enjoy· 
menc through understanding. 
SOCIAL STUDIES 
GS 1 Contemporary Civilization 1 3 hrs. 3 cr. 
The major steps in the development of Western political, social, 
economic and cultural institutions from their roots in ancient and classical 
civilizations to the beginning of the nineteenth century. Emphasis on the 
growth of European political institutions during the early modern period 
(1450-1815). 
GS 2 Contemporary Civilization 2 3 hrs. 3 cr. 
The outstanding political, intellectual, philosophical and economic 
trends of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, including the emergence 
of the United States as a world power. 
Prereq: GS 1 
GS 3 Government 3 hrs. 3 cr. 
The origins, forms and funaions of American government in com-
parison with others. An assessment of the role of the citizen in a demo-
cratic society. 
GS 4 Economics 3 hrs. 3 cr. 
The principles, institutions and problems of modern economic life 
with emphasis on the American economy. 
GS 5 Psychology 3 hrs. 3 cr. 
The principles underlying human behavior, including a study of in-
telligence, emotion, personality and learning. 
GS 6 Sociology 3 hrs. 3 cr. 
Group behavior in comparative cultures. A survey of basic social in-
stitutions and human ecology; problems of human society and attempts 
at their solutions. 
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COURSE DESCRJPTIONS 
BIOLOGY 
SB 1 Biology 1 (Zoology) 3 cl. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
Study of the organization of protoplasm into cells, tissues, organs 
and systems. Development, struCture, function and ecology of represen-
tative specimens, both invertebrate and vertebrate, of animal phyla. Hered-
ity and variation. The laboratory exercises include dissection of specimens 
of invertebrate and vertebrate forms and microscopic study of minute 
invertebrates. 
SB 2 Biology 2 (Botany) 3 cl. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
Study of the development, structure, function and ecology of repre-
sentative specimens of plant phyla. The laboratory -exercises include both 
macroscopic and microscopic examination of Thallophytes, Bryophytes, 
Pteridophytes and Spermatophytes. 
Prereq: SB 1 
SB 3 Biology 3 (Embryology) 3 cl. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
Study of the origin of the primary germ layers and their differentia-
tion and specialization into adult organ-systems. The laboratory exercises 
include microscopic study of various stages of development of the chick 
and pig. 
Prereq: SB 1 
SB 4 Biology 4 (Histology) 3 d. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
Study of the microscopic structure of cells, tissues and organs of the 
systems of vertebrates. The laboratory exercises include preparation, fix-
ing, embedding, sectioning, staining and examination of tissues. 
Prereq: SB 1 
SB S Biology S (Anatomy and Physiology 1) 3 cl. 3 Jab. 4 cr. 
Study of muscular, digestive, nervous, circulatory and respiratory 
systems. The laboratory exercises include experiments dealing with the 
functioning of these systems. 
Prereq: SB 1 
SB 6 Biology 6 (Anatomy and Physiology 2) 3 cl. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
Study of the excretory, integumentary, skeletal, endocrine and repro-
ductive systems. Organs of special sensation. Metabolism. The labora-
tory exercises include experiments dealing with the functioning of these 
systems. 
Prereq: SB 1 and SB 5 
SB 7 Biology 7 (Microbiology) 3 d. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
Study of the morphology, taxonomy and cytology of micro-organisms. 
Immunology and serology. The laboratory exercises include detection, 
isolation, cultivation, staining and identification of pathogenic and non-
pathogenic forms. 




SC 1, 2 Chemistry 1, 2 3 cl. 3 lab. 4 cr. each 
Study of fundamental principles and properties of elements, com-
pounds and mixtures. Chemical reactions. Behavior of marter in terms 
of molecular, atomic and ionic structure. 
Prereq for SC 2: SC 1 
SC 3, 4 Organic Chemistry 1, 2 3 cl. 3 lab. 4 cr. each 
Principles of chemistry extended to organic compounds, aliphatic 
and aromatic; theories of structure and of reaction are emphasized. Train-
ing in the principles of classification and nomenclature of organic com-
pounds. 
Prereq: SC 1 
SC 6 Qualltacive Analysis 2 d. 6 lab. 4 cr. 
Theory and practice in the separation and identification of the com-
mon anions and cations by semi-micro methods. 
Prereq: SC 1 
SC 7 Quantitative Analysis 2 cl. 6 lab. 4 cr. 
Principles and techniques involved in fundamental gravimetric and 
volumetric analysis. 
Prereq: SC 6 
SC 8 Biochemistry 3 cl. 4 lab. 4 cr. 
The chemistry of metabolism. Electrolytic equilibrium, elementary 
reaction mechanisms, catalysis, oxidation-reduction. Enzymes. Metabo-
lism of carbohydrates, proteins, fats and nucleic acids. 
Prereq: SC 1 and 2, SB 1 
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COURSE DBSCRJPTIONS 
MATHEMATICS 
SM 1, 2 Mathematics 1, 2 3 hrs. 3 cr. each 
College algebra, trigonometry, analytic geometry and calculus. Suf-
ficient applications are included to provide practice in the use of mathe-
matics as a tool. The approach is articulated with the various curricula. 
The philosophical and social aspects of mathematics are emphasized 
for the Liberal ArtS students. 
The syllabus for the Chemical, Electrical and Mechanical Technology 
students is integrated with the needs of the respective technology. 
The semester of mathematics for Business and Medical Laboratory 
Technology students emphasizes problems especially pertinent to their 
interests. 
SM 11 Mathematics 11 
SM 12 Mathematics 12 
4 hrs. 4 cr. 
5 hrs. 5 cr. 
SM 13 Mathematics 13 5 hrs. 5 cr. 
An integrated study of college algebra, trigonometry, analytic geom-
euy and calculus. Rigorous development of the mathematical principles 
is coupled with numerous illustrative examples and applications to the 
physical sciences and engineering. 
SM 14 Mathematics 14 4 hrs. 4 cr. 
A study of ordinary and partial differential equations and introduc-
tion to selected topics in advanced mathematics, such as gamma, Bessel 
and Legendre functions and Laplace transformations. 
Prereq: SM 13 
MATHEMATICS 49 
PHYSICS 
SP 1, 2 Physics 1, 2 3 d. 3 lab. 4 cr. each 
An introduction to the basic laws of mechanics, heat, fluids, electri-
city, sound and light. 
The Liberal Arts and Sciences students who elect physics, and the 
Chemical Technology students for whom the subject is required, take this 
two-semester sequence. 
The Electrical and Mechanical Technology students cake SP 1. In 
this course, those topics are stressed that articulate best with the subse-
quent area of specialization. 
SP 3 Mechanics 3 hrs. 3 cr. 
The application of physical principles co problems in statics and dy-
namics. 
Prereq: SP 1 
SP 11, 12, 13 Physics 11, 12, 13 3 d. 2 lab. 4 cr. each 
General Physics sequence for Pre-Engineering students. A rigorous 
course in the fundamentals of engineering principles including work with 
atomic particles. After the first semester, calculus is used frequendy. 
SP 14 Analytical Mechanics 3 hrs. 2 cr. 
A rigorous cours·e in the application of physical principles to the 
solution of engineering problems in statics and dynamics. The use of 
calculus is frequent. 
Prereq: SP 13, SM 13 
SP 15 Atomic Physics 3 d. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
A study of the modern theories of structure of the atom and its con-
stituent particles; the motion of charged particles in magnetic and electric 
fields. Introduction to quantum mechanics. The experimental basis for 
the theories and their practical applications to engineering. 
SP 16 Electricity and Magnetism 3 d. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
A study of the basic principles of stationary and moving electric and 
magnetic fields and their effect on charged particles. Maxwell's equations 
and radiation of electromagnetic energy. Electrostatic and magnetic prop-
erties of matter. 
Prereq: SP 13 
SP 17 Geology 3 d. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
The principles of physical geology and its applications to civil en-
gineering problems. Surface and ground water supplies; history and 
characteristics of rock and rock structures. Interpretation of geologic maps 
and aerial photographs. 
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TB 1 Accounting 1 3 d. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
The principles of accounting as applied to single proprietorship. 
Journalizing and posting, adjusting and closing entries, preparation of 
the worksheet, trial balance, balance sheet and profit and loss statement. 
TB 2 Accounting 2 3 d. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
Extension of the principles of accounting as applied to partnerships 
and corporations. 
Prereq: TB 1 
TB 3 Accounting 3 3 d. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
The theory of accounting as applied to the construction, interpreta-
tion and use of financial statements; depreciation and depletion; prob-
lems of valuation and income determination related especially to current 
assets ; distribution of profit and liquidation; and the fundamentals of 
manufacturing accounting. 
Prereq: TB 2 
TB 4 Accounting 4 3 d. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
Problems of valuation accounting and their effect upon income, in-
cluding investments in securities, fixed and intangible assets and current 
and long-term liabilities. Analysis of financial statements through ratios; 
statement of funds. 
Prereq: TB 3 
TB 5 Advertising 3 hrs. 3 cr. 
Principles of advertising and sales promotion. Medium selection, 
price, range, techniques, copy, layout, agencies. 
TB 6 Business Law 3 hrs. 3 cr. 
The principles of law involved in contracts. Case material to illus-
trate the application of these principles to typical problems. 
TB 7 Business Mathematics 2 hrs. 2 cr. 
The application of mathematics to principles and problems of in-
terest, discounts, payrolls, taxes and insurance. Use of algebra in com-
mercial problems. 
TB 8 Finance 3 hrs. 3 cr. 
Financial problems of industrial and commercial firms. Methods of 
financing business organizations, working capital requirements, surplus, 
dividend and reserve policies, and investment funds. 
TB 9 Insurance 3 hrs. 3 cr. 
Essentials of fire, casualty, ocean and inland marine insurance. Poli-
cy conditions, methods of rating and premium computation, loss adjust-
ment and underwriting procedures. Duties of agent and broker, operation 
of the State Insurance Department and various rate-making organizations. 
TB 10 Legal Office Practice 3 hrs. 3 cr. 
Principles and practices in the efficient operation of a legal office 
including the organization, direction and control of the various activities 
and equipment. 
Prereq: TB 13 
COURSE DESCRJPTIONS 5 1 
BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY 
TB 11 Marketing 2 hrs. 2 cr. 
Principles, methods and problems of marketing consumer, industrial 
and agricultural goods. The functions of middle men and types of dis-
tribution between producer and ultimate consumer are considered as well 
as analysis of retail types and policies, marketing cooperation, finances, 
brands and trade names and pricing factors. 
TB 12 Medical Office Practice 2 hrs. 2 cr. 
Principles and practice in the efficient operation of a medical office 
including the organization, direction and control of the various activities; 
techniques of handling patients' problems and requests; the use of office 
equipment. Some consideration is also given to hospital organization. 
Prereq: TB 13 
TB 13 Office Practice and Management 4 hrs. 4 cr. 
The procedures and supervision of the business office. Space and 
equipment, layout and work flow; service functions including communi-
cation, duplicating, records, reception; operational functions including 
forms, filing, dispatching, cost control. 
TB 14 Real Estate 3 hrs. 3 cr. 
Fundamentals of real estate practice including brokerage, mortgage 
financing, investments, management and valuation. The organization of 
a brokerage office and the procedure and practice in the work of the real 
estate broker in small and large offices. 
TB 15 Sales Force Management 3 hrs. 3 cr. 
Sales uainiog programs and techniques, the principles of alloca-
tion of sales areas, the supervision of salesmen, and the implementation 
of sales promotion campaigns. 
TB 16 Statistics 2 d. 2 lab. 3 cr. 
Essentials of statistics and the proper presentation and analysis of 
statistical data, applied to such matters as overhead costs, credit policies 
and inventory control. 
Prereq: SM 1, TB 7 
TB 17 Shorthand 1 4 hrs. 3 a. 
Shorthand theory and skill to take dietation of routine business ma-
terial. 
TB 18 Shorthand 2 
Review of shorthand theory and 
Dictation speed on more complicated 
transcription of letters. 
Prereq: TB 17 
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4 hrs. 3 cr. 
application to new vocabulary. 
business material. Typewritten 
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TB 20 Typing 1 4 hrs. 2 cr. 
Instruction and practice in the skills necessary to type ac moderate 
speed, using correct typing form. Mastery of techniques in the prepara-
tion of leccers, envelopes and carbons. Proper care and manipulation of 
the typewriter. 
TB 21 Typing 2 4 hrs. 2 cr. 
Production typing with on-the-job assignments rated according to 
business standards. Speed development. 
TB 22 Typing 3 4 hrs. 2 cr. 
Production typing of legal printed forms, conform copies and rough 
drafcs. Speed development. Practice in timed writings of ten and fifteen 
minute length. 
Prereq: TB 21 
CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY 
TC 1 Physical Chemistry 4 hrs. 4 cr. 
Atomic concepts of matter and energy; nature of gases, liquids and 
solid states; thermochemistry and thermodynamics; homogeneous and 
heterogeneous equilibria; kinetics, electrochemistry, solution theory and 
colloids. 
Prereq: SC 4, SC 7 
TC 1 Industrial Chemistry 4 hrs. 4 cr. 
The practical applications of chemical industrial frocesses, particular-
ly in the New YorK metropolitan area. Control o raw materials and 
finished produces; the development of Bow sheets for the principal 
produces of each industry and the study of representative types of equip-
ment used in industrial chemistry. Field trips to manufacturing plants. 
Prereq: SC 4, SC 7 
TC 3 Industrial Analysis 1 d. 9 lab. 4 cr. 
An analysis of representative products of chemical plant operation 
in the metropolitan area, including peuoleum, food, oils and facs, phar-
maceuticals and plastics. The analysis according to methods outlined by 
ASTM, AOAC, API, USP. 
Prereq: SC 4, SC 7 
TC 4 Unit Operations 1 d. 3 lab. 2 cr. 
Procedures used in unit operations in chemical engineering. 
Prereq: SC 4, SC 7 
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ELECTRICAL TECHNOLOGY 
TE 1 Electric Circuits 1 4 d. 3 lab. 5 cr. 
TE 2 Electric Circuits 2 3 cl. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
The srudy of voltage, current, resistance, phase power and energy 
in linear D.C. and .A.C. circuit elements and networks. The application 
of circuit theory to single and balanced polyphase distribution systems. 
An introduction to transients, complex waves, and waveshaping with 
linear elements. 
The laboratory work includes the use of basic test instruments. 
TE 3 Fields and Electronics 1 4 cl. 3 lab. 5 cr. 
TE 4 Fields and Electronics 2 3 cl. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
A srudy of charged bodies and particles, electrostatic fields, magne-
tism, magnetic fields and magnetic circuits. The effect of fields on the 
motion of charged particles and a detailed study of electronic rube char-
acteristics and circuits. Introduction to semi-conductor physics with some 
treatment of transistors, semi-conductor diodes, semi-conductor circuits, 
microwaves and magnetic amplifiers. 
The laboratory work includes the use of commercial electronics labor-
atory techniques and instrumentation. The use of the oscilloscope as a 
test instrument is emphasized. 
TE 5 Electr ic Machines and Power 1 2 hrs. 2 cr. 
TE 6 Electric Machines and Power 2 2 cl. 3 lab. 3 cr. 
The principles and application of electric power generation, trans-
mission and conversion. The characteristics of typical motors, generators, 
transformers and controls. A brief introduction to servo systems, synchro 
construction and characteristics. 
The projects to be carried out in the laboratory include the connec-
tion, starting and control of selected electric machinery. The determina-
tion of characteristics provides practice in the use of standard and spec· 
ialized power instrumentation. 
Coreq: TE 2 
TE 7 Electric Product Design 1 cl. 4 lab. 2 cr. 
Study and practice of layout and assembly of electrical and electronic 
equipment. The problems of spatial economy, serviceability, lead length, 
cross coupling, shielding and beat dissipation are some of the areas cov-
ered. The techniques of miniaturization, modular construction, printed 
circuits, automatic fabrication and assembly as well as conventional pro-
cedures. 
The laboratory work consists of the layout, fabrication, inspection 
and test of some simple electronic and electric assemblies. The equipment 
used in the fabricanon of chassis is similar to that found in industrial 
model shops. 
Coreq: TE 2 and TE 4 
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TE 21 Electric Power Systems 3 cl. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
A continuation of Electric Machines and Power 1 and 2 (TE 5 and 
TE 6). 
A study of selection and design procedures for typical machinery 
and transformers. Power factor correction by static and synchronous con-
densers. Selection procedures for starting, protection and control equip-
ment. 
The laboratory work includes performance tests of machinery by in-
dustrial procedures, design, construction and test of a single phase motor 
and simulation of power line servicing with specialized test equipment. 
Coreq: TE 6 
TE 22 Electric Layout and Estimating 3 d. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
A study of the procedures used in the design and layout of electric 
lighting and power distribution systems. Code requirements, good prac-
tice and economics. Selection and layout of lighting fixtures to provide 
suitable illumination. 
The laboratory work consists of the solution of selected design prob-
lems and visits to typical power installations. 
Prereq: TE 6 
TE 23 TV and Radar 3 d. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
The basic principles of typical television and radar systems. Gener-
ation, transmission, reception and display equipment of conventional types. 
The laboratory work consists of the testing and trouble-shooting of 
monochrome and color television and a small radar installation. 
Prereq: TE 2 and TE 4; coreq: TE 24 
TE 24 Pulse and Digital Circuits 3 d. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
Typical circuits used in the generation and control of nonsinusoidal 
waveshapes and their application to timing, telemetering, cathode ray 
displays, television and computers. 
The laboratory work includes th·e assembly and testing of typical 
circuits. The universal application of the wide band oscilloscope as a test 
instrument is stressed. 
Prereq: TE 2 and TE 4 
TE 25 Computers 3 d. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
The principles of simple analogue and digital computers and their 
capabilities. Typical electronic and electromechanical arrangements. An 
introduction to the theory of electrical analogues and to Boolean algebra. 
The laboratory work consists of the programming, setting up and 
testing of some elementary analogue and digital computers. 
Prereq: TE 2 and TE 4; coreq: TE 24 
COURSB DBSCRJPTIONS : ~5 
ELECTRICAL TECHNOLOGY 
TE 26 Servo Systems 3 d. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
Simple feedback control systems utilizing electrical, mechanical and 
hydraulic elements. The theory of operation and characteristics of typical 
components. Stability and performance criteria are applied to simple servo 
systems, after an introduction to transfer functions. 
The laboratory work consists of the set-up and test of several simple 
servo systems. Industrial caliber electrical, mechanical and hydraulic 
servo breadboard components are utilized. 
Prtreq: TE 2 and TE 4 
TE 27 Semi-Conductors 3 cl. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
Semi-conductor physics and its application to diodes and transistors 
as an introduction to their characteristics. Simple semi-conductor circuits. 
Th·e laboratory work consists of the synd)esis, assembly and test of 
semi-conductor circuits. Examples from the audio, R. F. and computer 
.fields. 
TE 28 FM and Microwaves 3 d. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
The theory of frequency and phase modulation and circuits. 
Transmission line theory and its application to microwaves. Coaxial 
lines, waveguides, cavity resonators, magnetrons, klystrons, travelling 
wave tubes, filters, stubs and antennas. 
The laboratory work includes the test of FM and microwave circuits. 
Prertq: TE 2 and TE 4 
TE 29 Electronic Manufacturing Techniques 3 cl. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
The latest techniques in the manufacturing of electronic components 
and assemblies. Printed circuits, modules, automatic insertion, component 
board layout and miniaturization. 
The laboratory work consists of the application of modern electronic 
manufacturing techniques to simple problems. Visits to manufacturing 
installations. 
Prereq :TE 7 
TE 31 Electrical Technology 1 
TE 32 Electrical Technology 2 
2 d. 2 lab. 3 cr. 
2 cl. 2 Jab. 3 cr. 
(For Mechanical Technology students) 
A. study of D.C. Circuits, A..C. Circuits and electric machinery, with 
a brief introduction to electronics. The appliCation of electrical principles 
to the measurement, control and operation of mechanical systems is 
stressed. 
The laboratory work consists of testing of simple circuits and ma-
chinery. 
TE 33 Electronics 3 d. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
(For Mechanical Technology students) 
The principles of electronics and electronic circuits. Applications to 
mechanical technology, such as power rectifiers and motor controllers. 
The laboratory work includes tests of electronic circuits and electro-
mechanical systems. 
Prtreq: TE 32 
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TM 1, 2 Engineering Graphics 1, 2 2 cl. 4 lab. 3 cr. each 
.An integrated study of descriptive geometry and drafting to develop 
the ability to present complex three-demensional data and solve problems 
in drawing form. 
The principles of classical drafting and an introduction to simplified 
methods. .A.S.A. standards are emrhasized. 
Freehand sketching, technica illustrating, rendering and the prep-
aration of charts and graphs. 
In the laboratory, the student practices all types of drafting work 
with techniques and materials typical of industrial drafting rooms. Prints 
are made of plates to demonstrate the importance of good line work. 
Many specialized drafting tools are used such as the drafting machine, 
perspective machine, ellipsograph, pantograph, planimeter, lettering guide 
and air brush. 
TM 3 Engineering Materials and Processes 1 cl. 4 lab. 2 cr . 
.A study of the basic engineering materials, their sources, methods 
of refining and characteristics. 
The basic techniques used in the fabrication and assembly of me-
chanical products. Processes included are machining, casting, forging, 
welding, shearing, punching, drawing, extruding, heat treating, wood-
working, molding and forming of plastics, and finishing. 
The laboratory work includes practice with hand tools and selected 
machine tools of industrial caliber. 
TM 4, 5 Mechanical Product Design 1, 2 1 cl. 4 lab. 2 cr. each 
.A study of industrial fabricating and measuring techniques, includ· 
ing quantitative as well as qualitative aspects. The relationship between 
the design of the product and the anticipated method of fabricarion. Pre-
cision layout, measuring and gauging procedures. 
The laboratory work includes practice with hand and machine tools 
of industrial caliber. 
Prereq: TM 3 
TM 6 Strength of Materials 3 cl. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
A study of the relationship between externally applied forces and 
internally induced stresses in various types of structural members and 
parts. 
Some copies included are tension compression, shear, combined stress, 
torsion, bending moment, stresses in beams and joints, deflection of 
beams, thin shells, flat plates and columns. 
The laboratory work consists of many destructive and non-destructive 
rests of materials, using equipment of industrial caliber. 
Prereq: SP 3, SM 2 
COURSB DESCRIPTIONS )7 
MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY 
TM 11 Machine Design 3 cl. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
A study of the principles used to design typical machine members. 
Consideration of strength, rigidity, wear, impact, kinematics, stress con-
centration, fatigue, fits, tolerances, friction and lubrication. 
The laboratory work consists of the solution of simple design prob. 
lems and the presentation of the results graphically in assembly and de-
tail form. 
Prereq: TM 2; coreq: TM 5 
TM 12 Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer 3 d. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
A study of the basic concepts of energy and energy interchanges. The 
steam generator, internal combustion engine, refrigerator, air compressor, 
turbine, hot water heater and home insulation are some of the familiar 
examples discussed. 
The laboratory work includes the testing of systems operating by 
thermodynamic cycles and heat transfer. 
Prereq: SM 2 
TM 13 Metallurgy 3 cl. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
An introduction co Jrinciples of physical metallurgy. Crystal struc-
ture, theory of alloys an phase diagrams. The relationship becween the 
composition, the thermal and mechanical history, the grain struCture and 
the properties of common alloys. 
The laboratory work is designed co familiarize the student with 
standard metallurgical procedures. The strength and hardness of speci-
mens are tested to confirm the predictions of mecallurgical analysis. 
TM 14 Production Planning 3 d. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
An introduction to the basic concepts of production control systems, 
time study, plant layout, inventory control methods and evaluation pro-
cedures. 
The laboratory work includes the analysis and solution of simple 
problems in the above categories. 
Prereq: TM 2 
TM 21 Advanced Machine Design 3 d. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
A continuation and elaboration of TM 11 (Machine Design), with 
an emphasis on synthesis. The use of judgment in non-critical applica-
tions is considered. 
The laboratory work consists of several complete design projects of 
comprehensive caliber. The results are presented in assembly and detail 
drawings. 
Prereq: TM 11 
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TM 22 Tool Design 3 d. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
The design principles and factors useful for determining the most 
suitable type. Subjects included are drill jigs, milling .fixtures, special 
cutting tools and dies for blanking, drawing, piercing and bending. 
The laboratory work is divided between the drafting room where 
some simple designs are made and the machine tool laboratory where 
some of the fabrication procedures used in manufacturing and resting 
tools and dies are discussed, demonstrated and practiced. 
Prereq: TM 11; coreq: TM 21 
TM 23 Refrigeration and Air Conditioning 3 cl. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
The theory of operation is srudied, including such basic components 
as condensing units, expansion valves, evaporators, blowers, ducts and 
controls. Commercially used design and estimating procedures. 
The laboratory work includes performance tests of refrigeration sys-
tems and air conditioners. Use of industrial devices such as electronic 
leak detecrors, recording thermocouple potentimeters and air flow in-
dicators. 
Prereq: TM 12 
TM 24 Heating and Ventilating 3 d. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
The problems of hearing air, water and other fluids, gases and solids. 
A srudy of the commercially used design and estimating procedures in the 
selection and installation of domestic and industrial heaters and venti-
lators. 
The laboratory work includes fuel and flue gas analysis, tests of 
steam generators, hot warer hearers, blowers, ducts and insulation. In-
dustrial caliber chemical and electronic flue gas analyzers, air flow meters 
and devices for temperature measurement and recording are used. 
Prereq: TM 12 
TM 25 Indust.rial Management 3 d. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
A srudy of the overall operation of typical industrial manufacturing 
and processing planes. The organization and interrelationships of the var-
ious units with emphasis on those levels at which the community college 
graduate will probably function. 
Foremanship, production job sheers, inventory control, and pur-
chasing. 
The laboratory work includes the establishment and the simulated 
operation of simple management and production systems. 
Prereq: TM 14 
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TM 26 Industrial Plant Planning 3 cl. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
The application of the principles of production planning and in-
dustrial management to the design and layout of manufacruriog processes. 
The economical choice of equipment for fabricating and materials hand-
ling. Location and mode of operation. The relationship of a plane ro its 
neighborhood and transportation facilities. 
The laboratory work involves the design and layout of several small 
manufacturing planes. 
Prereq: TM 14 
TM 27 Instrumentation and Control Systems 3 cl. 3 lab. 4 cr. 
A study of instruments used to sense, measure and control automatic 
or semi-automacic processes. The operation and application of typical 
transducers and concrol systems. A brief introduction to the principles 
of servo systems. 
The laboratory work includes the selection, installation, operation, 
test and maintenance of industrial instruments, recorders and control sys-
tems. 
Some examples are liquid level controls, photoelectric inspection, 
Bow metering, safety controls for fire, radiation and other hazards, and 
telemetering applications. 
Coreq: TE 33 
TM 31 Mechanical Technology 1 2 hrs. 2 cr. 
TM 32 Mechanical Technology 2 2 d. 3 lab. 3 cr. 
(For Electrical Technology students) 
A survey of the field of mechanical technology including mechanics, 
strength of materials, kinematics, machine design, thermodynamics and 
heat transfer, with greater emphasis on those topics which are of special 
interest to Electrical Technology students, such as electrical heating, small 
mechanisms and gearing. 
The laboratory work includes the operation and test of selected ma-
terials and equipment in the strength of marerials and the thermodyna-
mics laboratories. 
MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY 
TO 1, 2 Elecrric Machines in Medicine 1, 2 3 hrs. 3 cr. each 
Instruction in the operation of machines like the electrocardiograph, 
electroencephalograph, fluoroscope, X-Ray and photoelectric colorimeters. 
Field visits ro local clinics, hospitals and laboratories. 
(For other courses in MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY, 
see BIOLOGY on page 47 and CHEMISTRY on page 48.) 
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GIFTS TO THE COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
Although the City and State of New York contribute generously to 
the support of the Bronx Community College, there are certain needs 
for which the City and State do not provide. These can be met only by 
gifts of public spirited citizens. The Bronx Community College is build-
ing a scholarship fund to help qualified and deserving young people co 
obtain a college education. 
The tuition at the college is two hundred and fifty dollars a y -ar. 
Other expenses, including laboratory and student activities fees, bOOks 
and personal needs, amount to about one hundred dollars a year. These 
costs may stand between a student and a college education. 
Gifts can be made by individuals or by fraternal, labor, management, 
social or religious organizations in the form of full or parcial scholar-
ships, cash contributions, bequests, income from endowments, or in honor 
or memory of someone. Such gifts to the college will insure a college 
education to many fine young people who otherwise might be denied an 
opportunity for higher education. 
Many forms of contribution are available to those willing and able 
to play a part in building the Bronx Community College Scholarship 
Fund. There are allowable tax deductions for donors. 
For further information, please consult Mr. Arthur H. Kahn, Counsel 
to the Board of Higher Education, or your own attorney, or the Office of 
the President of the College, or the Chairman, Scholarship and Student 
Aid Committee. 
SUGGESTED FORM FOR GIFT 
I give and bequeath to the Board of Higher Education of the City 
of New York, a corporation existing under and by virtue of the Educa-
tion Law of the State of New York, as Trustee for the Bronx Commu-
nity College, the sum of ................................ dollars (or otherwise de-
sccibe the gift) to be known as the ................................................ Fund, 
principal and income (or the net income) of said fund to be used for 
(state purpose) or as the President of the College and the Board of 
Higher Education may determine. 
Chemicolloid Laboratories Inc. of Garden City, L. 1. have made a gift to 
the college of a Charlotte colloid mill for 11se in chemistry and chemical 
technology. 
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SPONSORED BY THE 
BOARD OF WGHER EDUCATION 
CITY OF NEW YORK 
UNDER THE 
PROGRAM OF 
THE STATE UNlVERSlTY 
OF NEW YORK 
120 EAST l84th STREET, BRONX 68, N. Y. 
Tel.: WEllington 3·7000 
HANDBOOK OF lNf'ORI\IATION 
FOR STUDEN'rS • 1 959-80 
8UPPLEMT".lN1' '1'0 CATA1...00UN :-fo, 1 
FOREWORD 
Our first catalogue w&& issued in Jrotuary, 1969 to 
(Uidance officers, school adminlstratora:, educators, pub11c: o~I~:~PI~J:~ 
oommunity at larro about tho BronlC Community Colleae. This 
tuy Handbook of 11\formation for Students is now needed to announco 
many slgnlfleant adciJUQns to our J>r01fU10. 
Among the devetopcneots reDOC!IInr the i"'wth of our College are' 
1. the eotabllahmcnt of an Evenlna Session, to O!*l In September, 
2. curriculum enriehment, including a pre·pharmacy ••track" Jn 
mical Technology, several epoclaliza.tions Jn Business Te<:hru>loli 
and new eloctJ.ve courau ln varlOUl areas 
3. a pl.nnod Demonstration Center lor the New York State 
Degree Nursing Projec:t, to open In Septembor, 1960, aided by 
Kelloa J'oundetloo 
4- a aecond rrant from the P"und for the Advanctment of Ed••cal~ 
for the development of a pro(raro of pre-college upgnoc!Jnr 
for oeleeted atudents, to be(ln In September, 1959 
5. a lour-fold lncrc ... in our fuU-Ume faculty. 
Tbe C..talo(ue contains certain material& not reprinted in this &•n~~GI 
because of lack of spaoet such as: individual courM dt-ae:riptionti 
anphs of the college facllitl.. and activities; a brief hlatory the 
and of the State Unlwrsity of Now York; the nam• of ""::f~~,j!J 
Bronx Community College Advlaory Committee; end a U.t 
offerings and Cifll to the coDes-. 
Our college conUnues to thrive because of the leo.dershlp shown 
Board of Higho• Education and ltl chairman, Hon. Gual.lwe !}oloen_!?tl 
and becouse of tho dynamic elforll of tho Bronx Community 
mlttee of the Board, beaded by tht Ron. Rul.b S. Shoup. Tbc 
dollar modernization and re-equ!pment procram It weD under 
to the warm wpport of the Truat- of the State Univ•ralty of New 
and to the ruldance of the Exeeullvo Dean for Community eon._ 
La¥>nnce L. Jarvie. 
We have dedicated ourselves to helping studonta to become aU 
capable of belna. To that encr, w<o trult this Handbook will be of 
September 1, 1959 MORRIS MEISTER, 
SPONSORSHIP AND ACCREDITATION 
1lle Bronx Community College is adm.ini.stered by the Board of 
Education of the City of Kew York, acting as a BO<lrd of Trustees, urukr 
program of the State University of New York. 
The State Unlverlity of New York has bun grnmed accreditation by 
Middle States AJtQ(iation of Collcaea and Secondary Schools. 
The BroDlC Community Collese II a member of the Council of 
Educatiooal lrutitutioos in New Yorl< City. 
DEGREES OFFERED 
The Bronx Con1muni1Y College ha• been authoriled by the Board 
Regent> of the State of New York to award the degrees of Associato 
Arts (A. A.) in the transfer program and Associate in Applied 
(A. A. S.) in the tcdulology programs to qualified graduates who 
torily complete all the requircmenu of their retpective curriculunu 
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Thw-s. - Sun. 
Tuesday 
December 24 - Jan. 3, Thurs .• Sun. 
1960 
January 4, 1960 Monday 
Jnn. 11 - 15 Monday - Friday 
Jan. 18 • 26 Mon .• Tues. 
Spring Semester, 1960 
FebrU1>ry 1 - 5 
February 1 Monday 
(G:1S P.M. • 9:00 P.M.) 
February 2, S, 4 
(6:15P.M.- 9:00P.M.) 
February 8 
February 8 - 11 
(G:15 P.M.· 9:00 P.M.) 
February 12 
February 22 
April ll - 17 
April 15 
April 18 
May 23. 27 
May 3l - June 8 









Monday - Friday 
Tues.- Wed. 
2 BRONX CO¥h!T; NlTY COLLEOB 
Day Session .. Orientatioa, 
Guidance and Registrotion 
Evening Session - Guidance 
and Registration for Matdcu-
lants and Pre-Matriculants 
Evening Sesaion- G1u,;~:~:~:J Registration for \.J 
Classes begin - Day and 
Evening Sessions 
Evening Session - Late Rer• 
istratloo 
Columbus Day • No Cia-
Election Day - No Cia.,.. 
Veterans Day - No Clasats 
Thonk$glvlng Recoso 
Lest day for filing 
tions for admission 
Session for Spring Setnester,t 
1960 
Winter Recess .. No 
(Library open on 
schedule) 
Class~s R~.sume 






Classes begin- Day&: J::vO!I\<l• 
lng Sessions 
Evening Sessi()n - Late 
istration 
Lincoln's Birthda)' - No 
Classes 
Washington's Birthday • 
Classes 
Spring 'Recess - No Cia..., 
CLibrary open on special 
scllcdulo) 
Lest day for filing 
tions for adml.Mion 
Session for Fall Sem~U~r. 
Classes Resume 
Last Week of Classes 
Final Examinations 
BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
OF THE 
CITY OF NEW YORK 
CoSTAVB G. Rosasapo. Ch4irmttn 
Rum S. SKOUP, Socretary 
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caM"!~ A.B., Ph.B., Pd.B., A.M., PhD., LLD., PedD., 
Ut~D. 
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J, Lawrence Murray 
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PRESIDENT 
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A.IIIIOCia~ Prolossor of Chemistry 
end AoUng Hoed ol Department of 
Chemical Technology 
Prot .... r and H'"'d ol Dopuinlont 
of Butlneee Te<hnolocY 
Ateociato Professor of Sooial 
Studies and Acting Head of 
Department of Social Studies 
Profesaor •md Head of Department 
of Health Education 
Prof.-r and Road of Guidaneo 
Oopartmont 
Profosoor and Head of OoPirlmonl 
of El4ctri<a1 and Meehanleal 
ToehnolccY 
Profe .. or o.nd Head ol Depart· 
ment of English and Speech 
Professor and Head of Department 
of Medical lAboratory Technolocy 
FACULTY 
ALLDI'I11Cit. IIIAJlCIA 
B. A. New Yark UD~ 
BliCK. VII:RA F. 
B. A. Roddaod Colletlo 
Ph. D. Charleo JV Unlvenrlty, 
Pn .... 
BBCKSON, KARL E. 
B. A. Unlnnll)r ol Ar1mDo 
M.A., Ph. D. Columb .. U-ty 
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M. A. New York Univeralty 
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B. A. Hunler Colleeo 
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N. A. Columbio Univenrlty 
c JJKO:-lx COll l tllXI'f"Y <'OLLR<:m 
1\M!otoot Profeuor of 
1foclom 12'11' • 
Inatruotor of BlolocY 
I- of"'-....,. 
Aooist.ult P""-r of 
Teduloloslr 
Auil~t Profeooor of ............. 






Aoolotant Prof- of 
~~Prof- of 
TechnolotD' 
lnotructor of Buoln<lu 
FACULTY 
OLECK, ROBERT F. 
B. S. Columbia University 
M. S. Pol~luUo Institute of 
Brooklyn 
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B. A. New York University 
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Ph. D. Cornell University 
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M. I. E. New York University 
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University 
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PROCTUMS OF SI'UDY 
PROGRAMS OFFERED BY THE COLLEGE 
The Bronx Community College, a two·ycar coeducational institution ol 
higher leamillg, orr ... transfer and technology program.s, described below: 
(1) TRAN8 ... A PROGRAM 
The transfer program is intended generally for those students who plan 
lo oontinue their atudies at a four-year college of liberal arts and sciences• 
engineering, business or oducation. , t 
Quali!ied graduates of the Bronx Communily College transfer program 
earn an A. A. ( Aaooeiate in Arts degree). They will be admitted to tblt 
third )'tal or a four-year New York City municipal or other college with full 
aedit for the utisfactory completion or two yean ol ctudy in tbe liberal 
om and acienc:et program. 
In order to be admitted to the study of eusineering in the tbinl year or 
the School of Technology at the City College, studenta are required to 
maintain an average of grade C in their coune1 in Chemi.stry. Engine<:ring 
Graphict, Mathematics and PhysiC!, in Curriculum B or the Liberal Ans 
and Science (Transfer) program. 
Students who pll.l.t'l to continue their education beyond the comnumity 
«>liege will confer with • representative or the Cuidilnoe Department early 
in their a.c.ademic careers and communicate with four-year college. dircccty 
10 im·cstigoce Jtandards and procedures or admission. 
In general, the administraton of four·yea.r colleges prclet that students 
rocnplete their two vean or atudy at the Bn>nX Community Colkge before 
lnNfer. 
Tbt eurriculum in Liberal Aru and Science is described on pages 24 
ID27. 
(2.) TaCHNOLOOV PROGRAM& 
The technology programs, .sometimes known as terminal, enable a Jtudent 
10 (Omplctc hi~ higher education in two yean, if he it so inclined. Graduatet 
JCCCi, •• an A. A. S. (/Usociate in Applied Science Degree). 
The programa in Bmlne.u, Chemical, Electtioa.l, Me<hnnioal and Medjoal 
Laboratory Technology combine career preparation with finn grounding in 
..,.raJ education. The student is prepared with highly dev.:loped uills to 
.-cr the world of woric as a competent technician, .ub-professional o.r execu. 
lift usiatant. (&e pages 28 to 38.) 
Tbt program in Chemical TeobnolOBY indudea a variant curriculum de· 
oo that pduates may tramfer to the third year of the fi>'e-)'ear pilar-
program at Columbia, Fordham or St. John's Univenity. (See pages 
.. 29.) 
The :'<uning program, to be offered beginnl.ng September, 1960, will enable 
ltudent to qualify for the New York State examination for the license •• 
· en:d Nunc (R. N.), after two yean or study, including one summer 
·on, and •imultMeowly cam the A. A S. degree. (See page 23.) 
Some four-year lmtitutions of higher learning will admit graduates or the 
IOBY programs, gl'ilnting varying amountJ of credit for work performed 
tht Bronx Communiry College. 
llR()SX ('O),fllt"NITY ·cot..U:XU} f 
ADMISSION TO THE COLLECt' 
ADMISSIONS PROCEDURE 
I. Applicatioru for admbsion and Guidance-Placement Questionnoires 
be obtained at New Yorlt City secondary schools or by writing to the 
of the Registrar. 
2. The applicant •hould complete hil oection of the application form, 
then submit it to the Guidance or College Clerk of hi.! high ~Chool, who 
turns the application and t ranscript of record directly to the Office of 
Registrar. 
3. AU applieants should aend the Guidance-Placement Questionnaire 
the three-dolla.r fee for the Placement Test directly to the Olliee of the 
gistrar .., early as possible. 
The official closing dates for receipt or ttpplications, questionnaire, and 
for the Placement Test are: 
December I, 1959 for admiuion to the February, 1960 class 
April 15, 1960 for admiuion to the September, 1960 cl-. 
Applicatioru recei•~ after cl<lOing dates will be eorui<kred only if 
i_, stiU available. 
4. Student> applying for admission to a four-year New York City muni<1ip1 
college, who apply to the Bronx Community College ., well, should send 
Guidance-Placement Questionnaire and PJaccment exllmination fee 10 
Bronx Community College 10 raerve a place. It is not neceswy to file 
duplicate application. 
Such applicant> to four-year municipal college3 should lin the Bronx 
munity College as an 1\ltemative choice. They must request in writlng 
the four-year college office forward their records to the Bronx:~:~~= 
College if they wiJb to complete their application. Conversely, 
to deiire mll5! reque.t in writing that the Registrar of the Bronx 
College ICnd their applic.'lion to a munic1pal eolleg<o. 
5. Applicant. applying on the ba.i.s of New York State Equivalency 
plomas ihould submit copies of the diploma and test scores along with 
high school or college records accrued. 
6. Applicants who have pm•iously atttnded any other college or 
must repon that faa in their application• and haYC that oollcge or 
forward directly to the Office of the RegiJtrar an official transcript of 
work. Even if attendance at such a collese wa.J £or a ahort time and no 
·were recorded, a certificate of honornble diwtisJal i$ required. 
7. All students accepted for admi.!!ion will be required to submit a 
examiru~tion repon on a form provided by the colleg•. 
8. Appticants may be ulced to supply a certificate of residence before 
gistratioo to qualify fO< reduced tuition fees. 
9. All fees must be p•id in lull at time of regi.!tration, unles; a special 
rangement hM been previously made with the Fiscal Office. 
10. One application will rullice for both Day and Evening Sessioru. 
the Registrar i.n "rriting to transfer your application rrom one office to 
other, if daired. 
N. 8. Candidates for admission are ••ked not to telephone about the 
of their applications. Notification will be sent by mail as soon as actloo 
taken. 
10 JUt() :of X COM 31lJNT'rV C'OLLil!XU~ 
ADMISSION TO THL COLLEGE 
ADMISSIONS REQUIREMENTS 
D•y •nd Evening Seuion Degree Program• 
(For •pecial provi•ions applying 10 the Evening S<.<sion, sec Page 20.) 
The edueadoonl opportunity represented by admilsion to the college b 
open to all qualified students. In the spirit of American democracy, exem· 
plified by the ndmlni.stration of New York City's municipal college 1y11em 
and the State Univ.:r.ity of New York, academic uhitvtmtnl and pott nti41 
an: the sole criteria by which otudcnu arc judged by the Committee on 
Admissions. 
The followi"' are the basic requirements: 
I. G~uation from an accn:ditod four·ycar bigjl sc:llool, or preocntatioo 
of a New Yorit State Equivalency Diploma and satisfactory evidence of 
ability to perform creditobly in the college oourse of studies, as shown by 
the high school record, performance on admisaionr and placement tests, 
StatClntntl Of rdttCllCCI1 previous COlfcge CXptrienCC1 and an Uaterview, 
if arranged. 
2. Adequate OClldtmic preparation for the selected collegiate progrnm, 
evidenced by the satisfactory completion of the required minimum 16 high 
school uniu, distributed as follows: 
-lob ._rlcan Hlltorr 
~:~~:;)Cot IUIL&blt ~ <I uaJ lt1' an4 
TR.ANSFE.A PAOQAAM 
Pt'IPUitlon forr 
141beral .A.IU «naineer1ft6 




PJa..ne Geom. 1 Plant Ooom. 1 
TECHNOLOOV 
PA00RAM 
{"''•m. Ale. 1 
Inc. A1g. ~ 
{'~tom. Ale. 1 
lr\t, A ir. ~ •rrtg. 'h •• f U)hyllca or 1 ... ) ... 
ChtmlttryJ 
•Y.t ' 
.. .. II 
trw atudent• who wltb to t:ranerer to a rour~y..,. ce>Hecct Of Ubtr&l wU 
ec:tene., bualneu or edueatloo. 
ltucJ•nta who wl1h to tre.neftr to &n enri.n&o.rlnK" collece or the Cl17 
8c.hOOI,.ot TeohnolOCY. 
)'Mrl may be acceptable tor MlJntulott. Ott con<.UUoo tha.t the utra 
made uo. 
yee.r• may be ACceptable tor a4ml~tlOn, It the atudent fJhow& eub .. 
abHIL)' 4'n<l potential on tho oronx Communtcy Oollegt Ptaee.mor\t 
ICitnc• untt. may include Oenere.l Solt.nce, BloloCY. ChcenLitJ')'. 
Earth 8clf'nce. Ph7aloCTaPhY or Ph.nlotoar. 
o•H• ot to~l~n la.o.cuate a.re requ1r.a tor adm.lulon to t.be City Col· 
School ot TtchnoiOCY. 
ADilfiSSION TO THl: COI.I..ECE 
~- Certification of sood health and ph)'lie&l ability 
quimncota of the propam. 
+. Evldeuce of cood citizenship and moral character. 
5. Submiaion ol applicatioa, Cftdcntlab, raul10 ol admilsion and 
ment teau and feco beforn cloalng data. 
6. A certificate of reaida>ce, when requmd. 
ADMISSIONS AND PLACEMENT TESTS 
All applicanu for admis&ion to any prognm or GUrriGUhun 
des- an: required to lAke the Bronx Community Collqe PlaceDU:Dt 
ination. The three-dollar fee for tht. examination, in the form ol a 
or money order made out to the JIJOJU< Community College, shoulcl 
IODt directly by the applicant to the eon. with the Gu,ida .... :·l'llact• 
Quesoionnairc. Candidatca will be notified when and where to appear 
the teat. 
Appli"oll 1o floo Trootfw I'Nt••- (U'-ol Artt ood ki••••) 
lA add(tioo 10 the above tcot, all candidates for admission to the 
prngnm arc required to lAke the CoiiCS" Entrance Eominarion 
S<bolutic Aptitude Teot (CEEB-SAT). 
Application for the CEEB-SA T should be made directly to the 
Entrance Examination Board, Box 592, Princeton, N. J., or tnr""'PI 
candidate's biBb achool. Tbe candidate should designate the 
munity College u the choice to which to -d his scorca. Since apjpliclll 
must be made lor this examination at least four weeks before the 
tion date, candidates are adviacd to apply early. 
Candidates for September admiJJion are advlaed to we the CEZB-1 
the previous December; fr>t February admiJOion, the previous May. 
resulta of tell!l taken at other times may be considered, il the 
our Committee on Admiaiont in cime (or evaluation wilh the 
applicati~n and other n•atcrials. 
Ap.,ace.m to ... TtcMo~ , • .,.,... 
Some candid.>ces for admission to the technology program• 
well advised co cake the CoiiCS" .Entnnee Eomination Board 
rhe)' an: cQn!idering a tram.ft-r program uhimately. 
Applicanu for the Alloociate Des- Nuniag Prosnm mUll scon: 
torily in th(' National Uague for Nu,..ing, P-re-Nursing and Guidance 
ination. 
AWARD OF DEGREfS 
A Jtudmt muJt achit\'e an 0\-erall averase of C to earn a 
1\romc. Communit)' College, and must be reC'omm~nded by th( 
lhe P.-..idenL 
GUIDANCE • SPECIAL ADMISSIONS 
GUIDANCE PROGRAM 
COW1Kling and guidance aervices of the college arc available to all 
with immediate and long ,..,.e educational and YOC&tional 
pmbiCJou. 
Prosr>m of the Bronx Community College provides an explora· 
semester of related basic: courses to afford an opportunity for. 
appraise their inte~ts and abillties ln the light of the require-
the. diftereot curriculum& and to dt:tcrtninc the appropriateneu 
ol their chOfCJl field of atudy. 
mty 3pply Cot a change in cuniculum when expcr~nce war-
eonoideration. 
ADMISSION WITH ADVANCED STANDING 
ror admission with advanced stnnding based 01\ transfer 
from other institutions of collegiate rank will be considered. 
may be required to furnish a catalogue or the college pre-
indicati"' the counes for whlch credit is desired. Councs 
and quantitatively approved by the Bronx Community 
on Counc and St..,ding ttl receive tranofer credit. 
course• passed with a minimum grade of C will re-
""'Jde,ration. However, courses taken in ocher college.s under the 
of the Board of lli~her Education will be given the 1ame con-
., those taken at the Bronx Community College. 
of at least one full year of attendance at the Broruc Com-
Coil~ i• required to earn a ~e. 
for adrnission whose $tcondary school records indicate • de-
rtquircd units may be accepted conditionafly for admi.lllon. Such 
mwt be removed within the time spcci£ied by the Committee 
ll'l'lianl> whose re<Ords or plaeement test results are lacking in 
achit\-emcnt may be admitted tm fJrO'b41ion, with curtailed 
outset. 
Pre·Motricul:uu Alatus in the Evening Se•1ion on Page 21.) 
VETERA N S 
;, apptO'-ed by the Veterans AdminiStration len the enrollment 
-ho wish to enroll at the Bronx Community College are advised 
pay all fees at the time of regiltration, since fiS<:al benefiu ate 
to vetefam. 
for edu<:ntional ~raining should be made directly to the Veter-
lliuMion, after conferring with the Reciscrar or the Director or 
s...ioo. 
UHO:SX CO).Uil~NlTY COLL.OOJ~ 1! 
COU.£GE FEES 
FEES • D•y S..slon 
(ll'or • " " '"• l ... lo", ... .._ .. 10.) 
The luilion Ice io $UO per ..., ..... 101' aU tiUdenll who II 
ol rqillrallon have been legal ~•idenll of !he S1a1e of New 
leu! one year aad of th City ol New Yorit or of any Cooaty loa 
101' at leul olx mondu. 
RakfcDia ol a c:oanty io the Scale of New Y orit od>u lhan 
Cily, 10 .u,lble lo. the ~uced 1uition foe of $1~0 per ae1DIIflll 
mpply at reptralioo time a certil"scate ol proof ol raldcaco ol * 
ill their COUDty, signed by lhe County FiKal Officer. (The f-
oertUicate of proof of ~tidence will be mailed with aotice ol 
AU other IIUdents JIIY a tuition Ice ol $300 per aemeater. 
Theae low lee• ore p0011ible because 1hia is a publidy 101ppaned 
where all of lhe capjlll coou IIIII mon: thaD two-thlrcb ol tloe 
cxpensea ·~ carried by the people ol the City ol New Yodt 
State of New York. 
All leea must be poid at regillration time, unleaa special 
have been made In oclvan..,. 
• Effccd.,. Fcbnlary I, 1960. 
INCIDENTAL fEES AND ESTIMATED COSTS 
!lt.s.at Actlrilt .. 
..... __ 
rr.&-pt 
(-Ia ...... uu.. to 
NOetYe oa• otne1a1 
-rlpt wltllout ....... , "'-·-
.. 
JIO-......... 
.. for-· -. ... 





.............. - ..... 
lholr Oulidu-:Ptoo.,.. -l'lllo ,.. - to - --_ _._ aoUtp. 
~-end of •11 11 ... . .-.. .-.. -·of 
- lho able at ... 




taooka. lnetrumentl ancl 10011 •• requiNd fer ,.....,_, 
A INdent is ~qui~ to JIIY lhe cool of repoir or repl•• 
JChool equipment dellro)'Cd or damaged by him. 
REFUNDS 
In ....,.,.s, no ~lunda ol lcco wW be made in !he CY<rll ol 
withdrawal from 1he College or from individual couneo, 
in regulations of1he Board of Higher Education fOt" emcrgeacy 
circumataoeer. 
ACADEMIC GRADING 
SYSTEM OF GRADING 
The student receives a letter grade in each coune at the end of tbe 
semester in accordance with the following scale: 
Or<ade Pereentaae Equlvlltnt Level of Achl•vement 8chorutlo 1 ndeJr 
A 90-100 ExceUent 4-.0 
B 80-89 Superior 3.0 
c 70-79 Fair 2.0 
D 60-69 Poor 1.0 
E• 55-59 Doubtful 0.0 
F 0-54 Failure 0.0 
COndttJonAJ. et.atua. Student Is 11fven a a-pecltll eJt&ml.naUon durinS' the suc-
eee<tlnc term t.o resoh·e the doubt about his status. U he tuceoedtl tn thb 
maKe-up opportunitY. tho grade he receh•es 1A • D: U ht !&Ill. the 8"t&<)o 
Ja F. 
0-Equivalent o£ F, student dropped for unsatisfactory scholarship. 
H-Equivalcnt of F, student dropped for unsatisfacrory attendance. 
]-Student permitted to resign from cour$C• without penalty. 
K-Assigned at the discretion of the instructor to a student whose work has 
been satisfactory but who V.'a$ absent from the final examination. The student 
should submit to the Committee on Course and Standing evidence of his 
physical inability to attend the final examination and may apply for a re-
examination, to be given by the respective department at itd earljest conveni· 
ence, without grade penalty to the .student. 
L-Assigncd at the discretion of the innructor to a student whose work has 
been satisfactory, but remain$ incomplete. The student has an opporrunity 
to complete the work by a delinite date. The final grade may involve penalty 
for failure to complete the original assignment promptly. 
E, K and L become F, unles.< a passing grade ;, substituted by the instructor 
as a result of successful completion of the examination or of the work in the 
course, within the time stipulated. 
SCHOLASTIC STANDARDS 
The College requires that a student maintain a C 3\-trage each semester 
to remain in good standing. Students who fail to achieve this level of schol-
astic competence will have their records and the contributing circumstances 
reviewed by the Guidance Department and the Committee on Course and 
Standing. 
The Committee may reqWre that: 
I. the student be placed on probation with a reduced program. 
and curtailed extra..curricular activities; 
2. the student consider a change in curriculum; 
3. the student be dropped from the Day Session of the college. 
Students are ~quired to punue the course of study as prescribed in their 
re!ipective cuniculums. 
N, 8. Some in$titutions grant trarufer credit for courses passed with grade!! 
of C or better only. 
BRONX COM~rtJN!TY COLLEGE 1£ 
RECISTRA/I"S ANNOUNCEMENTS 
DEAN'S LIST AND COMMENCEMENT AWARDS 
Students who acrue\·t a B a\·crnge. tquh·alent to a scholastic: indn 
will be •uitnbly recognir.ed for their academic achievement. 
Qunlity ac.hlevemem and high scholastic standing will 1n01ke 'tudentt 
giblt (or variotn 3\\-ards and prirc.t at commencement. 
ATTENDANCE 
Rt·~ul:lr auend;~nrt und punc:n.ality nt clas.se~ are ba1-ie reo1uirfm1,.,.. 
high quality accompliohmenL A legal minimum or attendance at 
Jmions is required for crcdlr. Srudenu will ~ called upon to jUJtify 
and mlk)' be dropped from class for excessive ab,ence.~. 
Whenever ab$enee becomes unavoidable for medical or otht>r 
"'""'"'• a scudent •hould report this fact to the Guidance Offict 
apply to the Committee on Course and Standing for pcrmis;inn 
draw, without penalty, from a single cour~e or courses. 'Whe:re such 
is granted, the grade of J will be recorded on the 5tudrnt'• r<ccrd 
prejudice to hb record or co ruture enrollment. 
REGISTRAR'S ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Traatc:r~h 
OJTiclal tran11cripts beating the ~al or lhe college and the signature 
RegiJtrar will be sent 11 stud<nt or offidal requclt directly to other 
and universities, official or p-emmernal agencies, and bwinca 
officinl transcript ca.nnot be issued to a student C')t an alumnm. 
Requeru for tran10ripts •hould be filed early with the Office or the 
tr.lr, since such ttqUHU may rtquire some time beCore tht)' can bt 
C$pc:cially during registtation or ocher busy periods. 
Xo fee is charged lot the initinl tran,cript. A one·doJJnr fee is 
&Ubsequent requests. 
Chai'IQt of Addrtn or Namt 
Any ch:IJ>8e of add...,.. or name of a .wdent mould 
0£fiee of the Registrar immedi•tcly. 
St~o~dut R..cot•ch 
Each student, or if he is under twent)··one ye.an ol age, his p3.rttU 
ian, may be required co sign a conserlt for release of hi• medical 
sound records, under conditiont establi<hed by the colleae. to 
authofiud penonn<f or offic-ial agtncie,. 
1$ RR.()N'X CO/t..UlUNJ'I'V COI..J ... KG8 
COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION 
COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION 
The Advi.Jory Committee~ George D. Busher, Chajnnan, is composed of 
civic~minded citilens who lead the community'• progr:.tm of support {or and 
cooperation with che college. The name" and afriliations of the Executive 
Commlttcc and members are included in che Catnlogue. 
[ This group conducts the college scholarship fund cnmpaign and bas been 
rstrumcntal in nrQu~jng intC~'it in the new Evening Session of the college 
and its other projccu. Through the efforu of Mr. Donald Darcy, fund< 
"'-~n: ra.i~d co underwrite the memorable ceremonies of Dedication of the 
Colle~r and lnaugur•tion of the Pre>idcnt, on M>y II, 1959. 
~ 
TWO SPECIAL PROJECTS 
fhc Fund ((,lot ahe '\t.lvanccm('llt of Education of the Ford Foundation ha. 
nadc a gratn to the Bronx Community CoiiOJie to de,•elop a pre-college 
('Jlrichme.nt pro(r.'m for selected _,:tude11t5. Secondary school adminjst:raton: 
and community aervice leaders may recommend .students for admission to 
fe eollc:gc under thi.¥ qpecial program, jn which concentrated, individual 
?nstrucdon will be devoted to acttieving rull matriculation status ttt Dronx 
Communjty College. 
1- -The Kellog.s;c Foundation has underwriucn the establl!hment of the Bron:c. 
Cormnunity College M o. demonstration center for the ~ew York Sttltc 
AOC.iatc Degree Nunin.g .Project. This pFOJf1ltn for t:raining profosional, 
crcd nuDeS will enable students 10 eam an A5$0C:iate io Applied 
l:icimce degree and to be fully qualified to take tbe New York State txllm· 
lnation a.s Rtgilu~re.d Nun..e, after two rean of rtudy. 
l SCHOLARSHIPS AND LOANS Applicants for financial assistance to meet tuition C0$15 and ocher college x.pen~s should write lO Lhe Chairt'11au, Commiuce on Scholarships and 
Student Aid. 
Loans arc available under the provisiont or the New York State Educftdon 
nistance Corpor>tion ond the National nererue Eduenti<>n Act of 1958. 
A full list of 'ICholatships and grantJ av>ilnble is included in the C•t· 
ogue. 
The United Loc.•l School Boonb of the llronx, under the leadenhip o/ 
!n. Sadye S. Reiu, have contributed additional ..:holarships in booor o/ 
perinttndtnt of School., Dr. John J. Thwbald and his father, Dr. Jacob 
ald. 
The Grand Street Boy<, led by JudKe jon.U1 .J. Goldstein, continue to 
upport their progrnrn or 11guararHeed employment" assistance. 
Mr. George T. Fnrkn.•, President or Alexander ... hru1 contributed • lUI>· 
tantial $Uin 10 be used for student welfare at the college_ 
~ew Yo,·k State Rcgems Scholnrship< mnr be applied by students nt· 
nding the llronx Community College. 
The Veteran'S Admininration ha'l appro\'ed the college lor war service 
holnr<hips 
COUECE COLORS AND SEAL 
EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 
The college cncoucagcs $tudent $Cir-govcmmcnt and participatina 
appropriate areas. The eoll~ authoritiu and the faculty wekomc 
cooperation in !be organiration and openuion of clubs, athletic 
c:Yents, publications, musical, artistic, dramatic and cultural acti"\oitjca. 
way an appropriate coJlegiatc atmosphere is created, conducive to 
velopmc.nt of initiative, leadcr.thip, loyalty, independent thinking, tht 
graces and community hannony. 
The: collt'JC newspapct, tit• Commullit •tor, stimulate, aU thbc: 
COLLEGE COLORS 
Green and Gold, the college colors, repment more than merely a 
moniow blend of eolor. 
The lfllft of photosyntbeail was selected to susgost creativity IIIII 
traib to be cultivated ln aapiring coUegc rtudcnts. 
The gold of the sun's rayt, source of energy and light, was choeen 
~olize the qualities of mind that seek to penetrate and illuminat< all 
knowledge in quest of t.ruth and enlightenment. 
The combination ol I'"" ••d g~d points up the determinatiao tD 
human progreu with the idealism and inu·llcctual fervor o( tht 
•Pirit. 
COLLEGE SEAL 
The SC<'I of the Bronx Community College reflects ru educatiDILII 
tion.s. 
A •ymbolic tree of !canting bean fnlit on its three branches. In the 
section, an open book, repre.sentlng modem scholan:hip, is tup,eri,npo .. l
an ancient scroU, •uggecting that the wildom of the clwics and 
the prut may help ua to Ji,-e better in the present. 
ln the lower left section, the palm of a hand holdinJ the piUd, 
seems to a~ert the conviction that man has a measure or conrrol 
destiny. 
The diagram of the ntom in the lower right·hand segment 
hum;lnity't efforts to oontrOI matter and enetgy for ethicAl purpa.a. 
vist;u that have opened lor our exploration challenge the •incerily 
moral convictions. 
The seal chus depicu the college as dedifated to the rtalizatinn of 
ity's highest ideal~ tlu'Oug-h education. 
Profcuor Albert D'Andrea, of the Department of Art of the 
of New York, desi~ed the seal, t.a.ed on ideaJ •ubmiued by tbt 
and the Forulty. 
11; 1ntONX C"Cl:\UJPXITY COLLEOE 
THE COLLEGE IMPRESSION 
STUDENT DECORUM 
the Bronx Commwllty College arc expected to conduct tbem· 
and coMcientiow citizens and u mature ladies and gentlemen. 
11andanb of the community. 
rtlevant exe<rptl from Section 18.4 of the bylaws of the 
Education are pertinent: 
enrolled in any college or school under tbo control of the 
C\'e1')' organltatjon, as,ociation, publication, club or chapter 1hnll 
rules And regulations nnd orders of the duly establt.hed college 
gi>·e pun<tual and courteous attention to all college duti.., 
propcny of the institution with care and ocooomy, sbaJJ con· 
r<qourt,mcru of good manners and good morah, and &ball obey 
State and Nation within college ground3 and elsewhere.•• 
to project the Image of the College into the community. 
we •cdc to crute is a positive one. 
LIBRARY 
located on the main noor in Room 101, contaiN periodicals, 
,.,,...,.,. tats, etc., e.;ndal to the wotk of various oounet. 
lnlned librarians are available to help studcutt. The library it 
9 A. M. to 5:00 P. M., and on Tuesday and Wednes<Liy 
6 P. M. to 10 P. M. 
BOOK STORE 
Community College Book Store provides college supplies eon· 
-.ble prices. All required texu are available at dileountl 
,_ the cooperatively-run book r10re goes to the Bronx Corr>-
Aseociatlon. 
CAFETERIA 




Tlte Evening Session offers the same educational programsJ eoursts. 
riculums and degrees as the Day Session and the same admissions 
ments prevail. 
Howe\'er1 the E"•ening Session offers a unique opport"unity. Students wbo 
not able to meet full matriculation standards ma¥ attend a.c: pr.•-mat<o:C11looll 
Thus., those who are unable to meet the qualita.ti¥C or quantitative 
ment.$ may nevertheless attend college-level, degree credited 
receive full credit for all work done) and rnay move into full matricula10. 
status. 
Another feature of the Everung Session is the opportoruty offered to 
to enroll as non-matriculants) without being bound tO a curriculum 
or a degree program. Thus, solely in order to improve their voc:ati•onal 
to prepare for new occupational objectives, to train for more rcspon!ib]e 
sitions or to raise their educational and cultural levels, non-matriculated 
dents rnay choose anr counes the)' wish) subject only to adviser's 
and meeting of pre-requisites. 
The faculty of the Day Session provides supervision to assure the 
Session of Lhe same instructional ~tandard11, courses of study, ;md 
available to Dar Se.,.ion students. The instructional staff is compooed of 
bers of !'he foil-time college Faculty and of other qualified proles•ionab, 
~pecial experience, training and competence in appropriate field&. 
Students are invited to con$ult v.-ith members of the Evening Se..~ion 
ty concerning their immediate and long range educational and 
plans at registration and other times. Appointments can be made through 
Evening Session Office, Room 104. 
lo mattcn of scholarship, attendance, grade$, programs or ~tudy, ete.. 
data in thias Handbook of lnformalion for Stud61ttS pertain as well to 
ing Session students, except where otherwiie noted. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES 
I. Metrict.~1ettd Shldtftts 
Applicants lor matriculation should apply for admission exactly u 
scribed on page 10) except that they should check uEveuing St:\.1ion" 
pages 2, 3 of the application. 
Applicants who meet the admission requirements to the degree 
or the Day Sc.,ion, both qualitatively and quantitatively as dcs<ri~<d 
pages 11-13, are admitted as matrictllated Jtudents. \Vith this &tatusJ 
pul"$ue their oourse.s o£ stud)· in either the Day or Evening Session 
college. Matriculated 'tudenu ";u follow the order of courses as 
lor the respective degrees. 
It is ~'<'commended that students become matriculants, so that 
given early registration privileges and be guided into a planned, 
plete educational experience through a progressive curriculum to a 
Matriculated studenu may shift from the Evening to the Day Se,.ioo, 
request. 
2{'1 ORO I\' X ('OM M t 'Nl'l'Y COLL·l~Gl!~ 
EI'ENING SESSION 
II. Pr•·Matriculat.-d St11duh 
Applicant.t: who file for admission as matriculants but wh06e applications 
or records arrive too b.te to be proee!Std by the college, or whose records do 
not meet all rcquiremeatt for full matriculation, or who haY<: not been able 
to tUe tile necess:uy placement tests may be admitted as pre-matriculants. 
Such studenu will be transferred to matriculation Jtatus as soon u their ree-. 
ords arc fully proccucd, or the matriculation requirements have been met. 
l)rc-matriculants with all the quantitative requirements but whose records 
were not of sufficiently high academic quality may become fully matriculated 
upon completion of 15 crediu in the Evening s .. sion with an average grade 
index of 2~ ill degree credited councs punued in c~tiY<: semesters, or 
of 30 credits with an average sr&de index of 2.0. 
Students who wish to change to matriculation status while attending the 
Eve:ninJ Session should file a.n application :.' IW)On as ~quitements are met. 
Pre-matriculants may register for all courses fending to a dcg1·ec and wiH 
receive full credit tow:.u·tb the degree for rut appropriate courses "ntillf<u:toril)' 
completed while in pre·rnatriculation statu,., 
Pre-matriculants are noc admiHiblc to du: Dly Se..uion until they h•we be-
come fully mauiculatcd 
An a\-.rage grade of C or grade index of 2.0 in all oouroes iJ required for 
a degree. 
IJI . Non .. Motric"l•ted St~o~duh 
Studcnu who wish to take individual CQur'e.~ for peuonal jmpto\'emcnt, 
\'oc.ational upgradjn_g, rc·craining, Unpro .. -emcnt or wo-rk skills, or enjoyment 
ol lci"'re time. but who do noc plan to seck a dCJrCC, need not file a formal 
appliclltton or trarucript beJorc adotiuion. Such studenu ma)' take (X)UJ'5Ct: 
offered to degree candidatu and additional !pedal courses listed in this Hand· 
book on pageJ: 39-44 . T he chnlce or tour<~e! ma)' develop from a 'tudent"s own 
interests nr\d needs. 
Should u non-matricul.ttcd student sub~quently matdculate for a debrrec, 
he \•till rccei\'C credit for thC' d~grtt crc·diccd coune'l be ha.c completed aJ 
a norNnlttiatlated stud(tll 
A~o~diton 
Any &tuderu mnr l'cgi. .. rcr for a cour'ie :u un :mdiLot without course credit. 
Such students need nol Htke exarnirliltiOI\!1 and will receive 0. grade of 11XC". 
Cou'''e"' in which the grade o( "NC" is recorded ma.y not be credited towards 
mcetir&'t the requirement, r,r a degree at any time. Aud.iton a.re required to 
meet auend>n<:e and all ocher college and cl.,. regulations. 
GUIDANCE SERVICE 
The Evenirlg Session Office, Room 104, i.J open each evening (rom 6 to 
:30 P. ~{. (or consultation. l"aculcy advisert ~-re nvai1able during regi.stration 
periodt nnd by appointnlent during the academic year to help students plan 
program' :and select counes. 
nHON'X COlUIUSITY C'OLI ... RGE Sl 
EVENING SESSION 
REGISTRATION - POliCY ANO PROCEDURES 
A 1tudcnt may register for a muimum o£ 10 credits in any one tcmc:'ltc:t 
In the E~ning S...ion. 
Studenu who seek dC3"'c:a are advucd to file a formal application for ad· 
million prior to tegistration, becauJe matriculant• and pre~mntricuJanu are 
given early registration privUcgea. 
All reptration• ntUJI be made in penon, according to the Khedule. (See 
Academic Calendar, page 2.) 
Regi.Jt:ranta will have an opponu.nity at registration time to coruuh v.~th 
odvilen c:ooceming c:ounet, oequenceo and prognnu. 
Laboratory Fee (in certai.n 
courtes) 
Breakage Fee (deposit in 
Kience c:ounes) t 
Studont A<tivities Fee 
Rogi!lr1llion Fee 







Late Rcgi5tration 2.00 
Change of Program 1.00 
Guidnnce-Placomenr Test (lor 3.00 
applicants who seek mat"rlcultllion} 
plu.s $6 per clock hour iD 
c:xccoa of the number of 
credits of the course• 
For materials !Upplied by the 
ooUege. 
Deposit, balance retumable 11 
end of .semester. 
For late rq:ima.nts, only. 
Applicants send this fee with 
their Guidance-Piacc:rner.t 
Questionnaires. 
• J'or example, a 3-credit couno mcetiJlg for 3 houn a week ia $30; but a S. 
credit coune meeting for f houn per week b $30 + $6 or $36. 
t Balance returnable at end of aemwer. 
AmNDANCE AND WITHDRAWAL FROM COURSES 
Rc&ular attendance and punctuality are basic requirement• for hi&h 
accompli.ohmenl. 
In cases where cxce.ssive absence becomes unavoidable for medical or 
auWcient rcuona, a student mutt make formal written application 
Director of the Evening S.solon for permission to withdraw, without 
from a lingle course or counca. H the request is granted. the grade 
be recorded. In cuea of withdrawal without permiJsion, the grade 
H, equivalent to F, will be recorded. 
NURSING PROGRAM-SEPTEMBER. J96Q 
NURSING PROGRAM 
1Hdl"9 to the A. A. S. de9rM 
Nuning offen rich opportunities lor a socially approved and .. tWying 
carter that hM npidly pined prestige and recognition in the community. 
Economic aecurity is assu"'d by the tremendous need for nuraes to tc""' in 
boapitals, hornet. Jchools and institution.., u well All in indu.~try, commerce 
and government, including the armed forces. 
Tbe Nuninc Procram at the Bronx Community Collece to be inaugunted 
in September, 1960 with a aelect crouP of students, is open to both men and 
women. At the completion of the two.year course, 1tudcnta will be eligible 
to take the New York State examination for registered profc&donal nun1e 
(R.N.). 
The curriculum will offer the cuhuraJ foundations of a sound eduutiOr'l, 
combl.ned with the tcientifiCt practical nnd technical training necessary for 
the profession. The program will be gulded by competent, !perialized per· 
aonncl in the app""'Cd laboratory and hOJpital framework. 
TheW. K. KeUocc Foundation made a grant to the New York State Board 
ol Regents in support of "The New York State 1\asociate Degree Nursing 
Project'' to encourage the tra.ining of nurtes in communit)' colleges. 
Tbe Bronx Community Collece has been apptOYed b)· tbe State Univenit)' 
of New York to ,......, in thil project as the 6nt center. The techniques of 
org:tnitation, ndrnini~tration, curriculum construction, method• oC instruction, 
hospital a.fliHatlon experience and research findinp developed at tl>e Bronx 
Community Collece wiU .. ,...., to guide other community collegeL 
Teachers College, Columbia Univcnity wiD uae the Bronx Community 
College program nA a demon4tration renter Cor the preparation or teachers 
of nurting. 
Recipients of the New Yorlt State Regents Scbolanhip for Nuraing Educa· 
tion can apply this award to finance their nuninr education. 
Interested applicants should addreu inquirleo to Director, Nursing Pro-
gram, Bronx Community College. 
LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE 
THE LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE (TRANSFER) PROGRAM 
In modern tirnes, the demand for specialization in the world today mak~ 
a liberal edut.i'tion more valuable than ever be£ore, so that people may 
live a full life with advantage to themselves and their fellows. A truly liberal 
education involves an individual in the pursuit of knowledge and truth; frea 
the mind from ignorance, bigotry, superstition and fear; and helps to develop 
a sense of proportion. 
TraditionaHy, various studies have been considerC;d uniquely liberal.izit\g. 
At the Bronx Community College, all the curriculums contain a balanced pro-
portion of these subjects and disciplines. 
The curriculum in Liberal Arts and Science includes required and elective 
COlltSeS in: the arts of communication - English composition, speech, and 
m()dem languages; Lhe record of society and the nature of human institutions 
- histOf')', economiC$, government and sociology; the laws of nature and the 
techniques of scienti6c inquiry - biology, chemistry, mathematics and 
physics; an understanding of human emotions and the mental processes -
p$)'Chology and logic; the values and esthetics by which men live - art, 
literature, phHosophy and music; and the cultivation or the sound mind in a 
sound body -health education. 
In modem times, a realistic education must also enable an indlvidual to 
lead a productive life as well as a creative one. lt·fan}' avenues to economic ad-
vancement are open to the graduate of the Liberal Arts and Science cur-
riculum. 
The Associate in Arts graduate is prepared for admission to the third )•ear 
of a four-year college where further career preparation may be pursued. 
Among the careers open to graduates of four-year Liberal Aru and Science 









Social IV orkcr 
Statisdcian 
Teachel' 









(Sec the •pedal Liberal Arts and Science curriculum that follows, for 
students interested in transfer to the third year of an engineering college or 
of the City College School of Technology.) 
!!f HROi"X COMUUNl'TY CQLLEQ}) 
CURRiCULUM 
CURRICULUM A 
LIBERAL ARTS AND SOENCE (TRANSFER) PROGRAM 
leading to the A. A. degr .. 
CREDITS BY SEMESTER 
1 2 3 • 
G!.NERAL J:OUCATION COURSl!'.S: 
GA 1 Art Apprecl&Uon 1 
G& 1. 2 Eoclloh Com.-ilioo 1, 2 3 3 
G& II, ' Speech 1. 2 z 2 
G& 5, I Literature 1, Z 3 s 
G I, 2 For.Jgn I..anguq. l, 2 3 S 
CH I - 4 Hoelth Education 1, 2, 3, ' ~ Y, ~ ~ 
GM 1 ----~M~u.~Jc~A~p-p-r~~~tl~on~~~----~--~~~~~~  
GS 1, 2 Contemporary Clv!llutlon 1, 2 
CS 8 Government 
GS ' Economics 
MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE: 
511 1, 2 MathematiA:s 1. Z 
SCIENCE: (Choice ol one) 
s.. 
SB 1, 2 
sc l, 2 
SP l, 2 
ELECTIVES: 
Biology l, 2 or 
Chemistry 1, 2 or 
Pby&lcs 1. 2 
EngUah, Foreign ~. 
Soda! Studies, Mathomatlca 
or Science 
Total by .emeater 







16¥. 16~ 15¥.· 15~-
17¥. 17~ 
64-68 credlt.l 
Adviser: DEAN ABRAHAM TAUBER 
CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY 
THE PROGRAM IN CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY 
(induding Pre-Pharmacy) 
Industrial chemistry is one of our rapidly growing manufacturing inclust.riol 
Technicians are employed in research, in developing new products and 
Cf:sseS - pharmaceuticals, plastios, mccals, alloys, ceramics and fuels -
in finding new uses for products presently available. From these souroes 
come pe.niciJiin and streptomycin, n)•lon and dacron, synthetic rub1)(:r 
high octane gasoline. 
A career in the chemical field may find one ctnplo)·ed in a JaboratOr)\ 
plant, or an office. Opportunities occur both in the technical and corrurrer<io! 
aspects of the work. 
The Chemical Technology course i• open to both men and women. 
program of study and training o.ffered is designed to give the studem a 
foundation in the general, theoretical and practical concepts of clu:miury, 
ph)•sics and mathematics as a prelude to specialization. 
A branch of the Chemical Technology course is the Pre-Pharmacy 
i.zation. Students take a two-year course for whjeh the)' receive cornp!ete, 
officially approved credit on admission to the third year of the five-year 
mac)' course: at CoJumbia, Fordham and St. John's Univcrs.iti~. 
T>'Pit:al V<Jcational opportunities 
tJt:ailable upon graduatitm:: 
Laboratory technician 
Research assistant 
Sa ICE personnel 









Studentct interested in a pJ;"ofess.i.onnl career in chemistf)' may prefer to take 
the Liberal Arts and Science (transfer) program leading to later specialization 
at a four-year college and graduate school. 




(Including Pn. Pharmacy) 
leading to the A A..S. dtv.-ee 
CREDITS BY SE:MESTER 
1 2 3 4 
8 
4 ---'·'--
SPECIAL PROG.RAlll IN PR&-PIL\&'IfJ\CY 
At. above with the loUowing chang .. : 
- Sub&titute SB 1 • Biology 1 • 4 credits lor Th!T I -
Encb>eer!ng CrapbJ .. - 2 credits and lor TM 3 • Engineer-
Ing Materlols and Proc:...., - 2 credill 
- No ch""l'•• 
-No chanf .. 
- Suhltitute SB 2 - Biology 2 - 4 ttedlta lor TC 4 -
Unit Operation• - 2 credits nnd for the 0 ele<:tlve 
Total lor degree - 76 ttedlta (lnnlfcrable to a five-y•ar 
Pharmacy procrom) 
Ac!vller: PROFESSOR SHELDON M. ATLAS, 
Actinc Head of Chtmical Technology 
BRO).IX COM,\IUNITY COI ,l.RGit: 2:1 
ELECTRICAL TECHNOWCY 
THE PROGRAM IN ELECTRICAL TECHNOLOGY 
Great strides have been made in the electrical and electronic fields in 
last few deead .. ; as a result, a great demand has arilen for adequately 
paoonnel. Competent tcdmiciaN are needed to derip, build, test and 
tain the complex ekc;trieal and clectrooic; dcvioca which arc part ol 
industrial &~ructurc. 
The Electrical Technology cou .. e is intended for high •chool 
wilh an interest in electricity and good preparatlon and compeu:nce 
mathematics and science. 
The curriculum provide. the broad b- ne<emary for most oerr1i·p·roltl 
sional jcb< in the electrical fidd. 1llc wdl·uaincd tcdmiclan is an in•oal•taltl 
addition to a d~lopment laboratory where many typco of problem• 
encountered daily. 
Some specir~lh:ntion is introduced through electivct given in the 
Jtmster. 1\{oreover, the course provides the technical background 
to learn the detaib of any specialty, later, in the field. 
ln the laboratory councs, techniques and equipment are 
simulate those found in indwtry. 
To achieve the skillful use of communicative procwer and an un<dernartdil 
of our society and culture, cOuiWe.t in EnglishJ the humanities 
atudies are offered in the curricu1um to develop an individual who will be 
a1set to himself, to society and to hb employer. The curriculum provide. 
exceUent base for growth and devdopment from experien<:e and 
education. 
VocatWnal opportunitits for which 


















Qu:'tlity Control Supcrvi'IIOr 
CURRICUWM 
ELECTRICAL TECHNOLOGY 
leadlng to tt•• A.A.S degree 
CREDITS BY SEMESTER 
I 2 3 4 
G111ERAL EDUCA-TION COURSES: 
3 
of one 
Mv!Jtr: PROFESSOR MA-NUEL ST!LLERMA.N. H•ad of 
Electrical and Mechanical Tecl>noloc 
URONX COloiMUXITY COJ..,t... ltlOt;: 31 
MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY 
THE PROGRAM IN MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY 
The advances of modem oc:lence and technology are well known to oil. 
The~c giant steps in human progre.ss ,..., on a highly developed meeharueal 
technoloif which produce~ practical rcruhs from the delligM and viA:ioru of 
the acitntist and engineer. 
The field of mechanical technology oflen a wide range or challenging 
occupational opporturuties, including a growing need !or opeclall.su. The 
ueme.ndous Jeope and quantity of mechanical engineering work in manu-
!aecurinJ has created an unprccedcn~d demand for wdl·tnined mechanical 
cechniciam. In faa, indU$try Ll tumin.g mo~ and more to the technician to 
auume rttponsibilities pRVioosly handled by enginecn. 
The curriculum in mecharucal technology is meant for hish school Jr•duates 
who have an interest in mechanical work and an aptitude and backJrOUnd in 
mathematics and .science. The comprehen.ah•e eounc cmphatizes sound basic 
training, includes a solid core or general education, and provides speclalirati()n 
through n choice of elective offering&. 
The practical work done in the laboratories is plaruted to reproduce the 
reaJ condttioru of industry. The equipment ls of industrial caliber and the 
procedures duplicate as far 111 poaible current practic;c. Visits arc made to 
induslriaJ instaUatioos 10 as to main1ain a proper penpective on actual 
manufacruring facilities. 
Tht fl'tldu<Jtt i$ JtrtfXlnd 










J! IJRONX COlUIU KlT\' C\li,..._.,Jo;Q£ 













leading to the A.A.S. degree 
CREDITS BY SEMFSTER 
1 2 s 4 
alone 
Adviser: PROFESSOR MANUEL STILLERMAN, Head of 
Electrical and Mechanical Technology 
RHOXX COM)..ttJNlT'f COJ.JA't:Grc :l!l 
A!EDICAL LABOIUTORY TECHNOLOGY 
THE PROGRAM IN 
MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY 
The advance of $clentifie knowledge in the fie.ld of medicine ho.~~ 
the need for personnel trained in such are"" as X-ray, hematoloey, 
histology and bio-chemistry. Opportultitiet £or service and employment 
as technicians and medical or retcnrch AMistanM in private or 
offices, hospitatJ. laboratories and clinics, research divi.\lom 
chemical corporations, and in private and public cduc:lltional and 
in.adtutions. 
Tho~h preparation in medical laboratory procxdures iJ pr"'idod 
curriculum ol the Bronx Community CoUege to assure intellil<"t 
ance and competmc:e. LiMral :lrts COUJICS are an inttgral pan or 1he 
collqiate experience. II studenu desire to continue their e<l.~atiol 
counc1 may be accepted for advanced standing at some four-year 
Vocational opportunitils 
avaUablt after graduation: 
Laboratory assistant 
Medica I usistan t 
Medical laboratory technician 
Medical record clerk, typist, 
lt<rct.ary or rucptioni.st 
X-ray Technician 
After further training1 








N. B. Studenu with interett in thb area should take note of the 
Degree Nu .. ing Program, dcocribed on page 23. 
CURRICULUM 
-- - - - - - - - - -----
MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY 
leading to the A.A.S. degree 
CREDITS BY SEMESTER 
l 2 3 ' 
Art Appnelallon 1 
~---




Hoolth Ed:-:c...,.- :-:ctio_n_ l-:-,--:2,.-
Muslc Appreciation _______ _:1;_ ---- -------Contemporary ClvUJu-
tlonl,2 8 3 
2 
-- --
- - - - --,PrycholOIIY ------- - --3 -----
--- So<ioiOf.Y -------- ------3-
------ --- - --
F.nglish, Foreign Languare 
or Social StUdloo 3 3 
-- -- --------
Chemistry 1, 2 ' ------
Bio-chomlolry 4 
Mathematics 1 S 
- ------------
Electric M«ehinet in 
_ Med_ •_'d_na_ l, ..:2_____ 2 2 
Total by aemester 17\i 17~ IS l1 
----~~~ ~-~.,..~,...--Total for degree 
Advisor: PROFESSOR HENRY F. WHlTE, Head of 
Medlen! Laborntory TeohnoloiiY 
BRO:<X COMNt."NIT1' COLLlXl& Si 
BUSINESS TEC/INOLOCY 
THE PROGRAM IN BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY 
America's bW> stand:ud of liviug and iu heritage of freedom •~ 
to our free economy. Many ex~llmt earcer opponunitieo with pr<>!1JO:cll" 
advancement e-xist in indutcry, comme-n::e and government for en;~~~~~ 
bitiout young people. In providing training for men and women 
such polition.t, the curriculum in Business Technology alTers a wen.,,...,. 
program in general education, combined with speeialit:ed tlecti\'e 
Studentl may concentrate in one ol three areas: A~~~~~,~~!tt:: 
AS!i.sting, (including Bu<ine!IS, Legal or Medical Secretary) or 
The Accounting speciali.zntion pteparel for positions in\'Oivlng boc>kkt"' 
and accounting procedures and the manngcment or bumeas affain. 
Tbe Executiwe Auitting Program prepares gmerally for r<:Opoll$iblc 
retarial funetions in btuineos or go>~mmental offices, oocial wotlr; "&':noia I 
the like, with the Legal specializing in duties of a law office 
tJte 'Medical specia1bdng in simjlar duties in a medical, dental, labora•rorr 
hospital setting. 
The Retailing speciallution prepares for positions of responsibility 
management, merchandising and pies promotion in small, indepmdelt 
department stores and buying offiee1. 
Courses _in this progmm o. .. e designed to develop the inceresu, de11irt11 
aptitudes of the •tudent to meet the emplo)'rtlent opportunities in the 
changlnc, dynamic world of bwinen and the professions. 
CareerJ op#n to gradualtl o/ th1 
Bwiom T ~ehnolog)' pro tram 
include: 
Auistant Buyer 
Auisrant Score :odanaser 





Rel~il Ex«uli'"-e Trainee 
36 ttttONX OOMA{J;Nl't\' COLLEGE 
Oppotlu.nilits av4ilabl, afltt 










Real [<tote ond Insurance Broker 
CURRICULUM. 
BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY 
with a tpeclallzatlon In Accounting, Retailing 
EJC•cutlv• Aui•Ung 8ec,..tarfal (Gene,.ll, .._.OM or Medical) 
ludlno to the A.A.S. d~tgrte 
BASIC CORE 
CREDITS BY SEMESTER 
1 2 3 4 . 
CIIIIERAL EDUCATION COURSES: 
SB 8 in .second semester 
ACCOUNTING 
majors tak~ SB 8 in second semester 
RETAILING 
tl){.()NX C()).IMt}XITY COLlAJ:Gro 31 
BUSINESS TECNNOWCY CURRICULUM 
RETAILING (cODtlnued) 
TB 6 or 32 or 85 Business Law or Retail 
Buying Techniques or Retail 
Advertlsln$ nnd Sales 
PromoUon ------
and Practice _ _ ___ _ 
Total tor degree 
5 
AcMser: PROFESSOR BERNARD- ::-::--::P-. CORBMAN, Hood 
Buslnou Teehnolot!Y 
S$ BRO~A COM)rt:NITY COL L!l(U; 
COURSES 
SCHEDULE OF COURSES• 
(Course da•criptions appear in the College Catalogue) 
GENERAL EDUCATION 
Title Hrs. Cr. 
Arl Appreciation 2 1 
• SP£11011 
R......U.I Speed! CUnic•• 
(Day Souioo)-houn to be arranatd none 
( EvaUna: Session)- 2 none 
1, 2 EnsUsh Composition 1••, 2 .. 3 3 cr. ea. 
3 Speech Fundamentals 1 3 2 
Advanced Speech 2 3 2 
Claulcal Llt<raturel 3 3 
Modem Literature 2 3 3 
Modarn American Dram• 1 3 3 
Re:ading Improvement•• 2 none 
Effective Speed! and Vocabulsry 
Building 3 3 
English for Soclal and Busln<a 
Coaununication 3 3 
Remedial Composition" 
(Day Session) 1 none 
(Evening Seoslon) 2 none 
EDUCATION (for men and women, scperately) 
1, 2, S, 4 Health Education 1, 2, 3, 4 2 Jk cr. ea. 
5 Inst.rucllonal Swimming for Non• 
SMmmers {Evening Seoalon) 2 none 
American Red Cross Safety Protvam 
(Evening Session) 2 none 
lhe CoUtlt •row•. additional c:oun<N will be orrered 111 the 't'Viov.l 
..,, ..... an4 cu.rr-leulwn~~. 
Communltr Collefe rese.r-ve• the r1aht to oCitr only tueh eourtt• 
by rectacra.tloo and to WSI.h<lra"· couraea. U neee.•&l'Y. Jn 
let• ",.. rotumo<J. 
Jettorw N.O In cour.o number Jndlcate non·4tpeo couraes. 
lettort NJ, In course number JndlcM6 non·ll\boratory courBM. 
~o1(11mo101 wUI b• ma4o to •poclt.l remedial .-roupe fn the Da,y B•••lon 
In n~ ot •uch fn.tructJon. 
RRO!<X COloiNI.."~<ITY COLLFXJ» It 
COURSES 
MODERN LI\NGUAGl!S a .... Cr. 
GF 01-oz Elementary FMncb 5 & 
GF 03 Intermecllate Fn-nch • • 
GF 1, 2 CoUegell'r<!nch 1, 2 3 a cr ... 
GG 01-(12 Elemonwy German 5 5 
GG 03 lntermecllate German 4 4 
GG l, 2 Collel!'l German 1, 2 3 8 CT. 1&. 
G SP 01-02 Elementary Spanlah 5 5 
GSP03 Intermecllate Spanlah • 4 
G SP I, 2 College Spanish 1, 2 3 3 er.-. 
MUSlC 
GM 1 Music Appreciation 2 1 
SOCIAL STI.IDIES 
OS 1, 2 Baekgrounds oJ Contemporary 
CivilllU>tlon 1, 2 3 3 ... 
GS 3 Government 3 3 
GS 4 Economlca 3 3 
OS 5 Paycholoay 3 3 
as 6 Socioloay 3 s 
OS 7 Phllooophy 3 s 
GS 8, 9 American History t, 2 3 3 ... 
SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS 
BIOLOGY 
Cl. Lob. Cr. 
SB 1 Biology l (Zooloar) 3 3 • 
SB 2 Biology 2 (Botan,y) 3 3 4 
SB 3 Biology 3 (Embryology) 3 3 • 
SB 4 Biology 4 (IDstoloay) 3 3 • 
SB s. 8 Biology 5, 6 (Anatomy and 
Physiology 1, 2) 3 3 4 cr. 
SB 7 Biology 1 (Mieroblology) 3 3 4 
SB 8 Human Physiology 3 2 • SBNLI Human Pbysloloo 3 0 3 
CHEIIUSTRY 
sc I, 2 Chemistry I, 2 3 3 4 cr. 
sc 3, 4 Organic Chemi.ltry 1, 2 3 3 • tt, 
sc 6 Qualitative Aru>lyala 2 6 • sc 1 Q1.&8ntitadve Anal,ytis 2 6 4 
sc 8 Bloehemlatry 3 4 • 
41.• OltOl'\"X CO~IAU:~tTl· OOLLROE 
COURSES 
IIUBEMA'ftCS Hl'l. Cr. 
810 Jntrocluetlon lo Colloce Moth. 3 3 
- I, 2 
Ma\homaUcsl, 2 3 3 er. ea •u MalhtmoUcsll • 4 
81J.Z Motb..,.Ucsl2 5 5 
8113 MotbemoUcs13 5 5 
8114 Motbomatlcsl4 4 4 
II'IIYSICS 
CL Lob. Cr. 
II' l, 2 College Phyalco for Liberal Arlo and 
Cboml.otrY Technology Studenlo 1, 2 3 2 4 cr. ea. 
IPNL 1 Colleao Phyalco for Liberal Arlo and 
(Theory) Chemlltry Technology Students 
3 (Theory) 3 0 
Phy1lco for Eleotrlcol and 
Mecb&nlcol TecbnoJocy Studenlo 4 2 5 
1 Phyolce for El4ctrleal and Mechanicol 
TecbnolOCY Students (Theory) 3 0 3 
Mocbanlco 3 0 3 
Pbyolce for ElnltinMrlnll Students 
11,12,13 3 2 4 cr. •• 
u Phyolcs lor l!lnclneerin& Studollta 
11, (Th..,.,.) 3 0 I 
A.nolytlcelll4echonles 3 0 2 
Alomlc Pbyolcs 3 3 4 
Alomlo Phyolcs (Theory) 3 0 3 
Eloctrlclty and Magnetlom 8 3 4 
16 Electricity and Ma110etlom (Theory) 3 0 3 
Oeolo&Y 3 3 4 
BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY 
1, 2, a, • Aec:ountl.na 1, 2, 3, 4 3 2 4 er. ea 
• 8\IIIMII Law 3 0 3 T Buo\nfto Motbemotica 3 0 3 
• Finance 3 0 3 Jl Local ~ Pnctl<:<o 1 2 2 
u MorltoU"' 3 0 3 
u 114tdleal (){ft .. Mo.nallement 
o.nc!Pnctl .. 2 2 3 
Office Pnctl .. & Moru~.gement 2 1 21'& 
Stenoaraphy 1 5 0 3 
Stenoflrophy 2 3 3 4 
Stenography S 2 2 3 





TB 21, 22 Typlnc2.s 
0 ~ 
TB25 BUiiness ()rsanizotion & 
Manacement ' 0 
TB 26 Colculatillg Machineo Open tiona 
0 ' 
TB30 Stenogrophy • 
2 2 
TB 31 Principles of Salesmonship 
2 1 
TB 32 Roto!l Buying Technitlues 
3 0 
TBSS RetaU Merehandlsinc 
~ 0 
TB34 Store Organir.ation and Manaaeme:nt 
3 0 
TB 35 Retail Advertising & Sales 
Promotion 8 0 
TB 36 Textiles 
~ 0 
TB 87 Apparel & Accessories 
4 0 
TB 40 Lepl Procedures 
3 0 
TB 41, 42 Legal Stenography 1, 2 
4 4 
TB 43 Medical Stenography 1 ' 4 
TB 44 Medical Stenography 2 
3 3 
CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY 
TC 1 Pby•ieal Cbemistty ' 0 
TC 2 Industrial Cbemistty ' 0 
TC 3 Industrial Analy.is 
I ' 
TC 4 Unit Operations 
1 3 
ELECTRICAL TECHNOLOGY 
TE 1 Electric Circuits 1 ' s 5 
TENL I 
(Tboory) Eleetrlc Clreuiis (Theory) l ' 0 ' 
TE 2 Electric Circuits 2 
3 3 ' 
TE 3 Fields and Elcelronlcsl 
4 3 5 
TENL 3 
(Theory) Fields and Eleetronicsl (Theory) 
4 0 I 
TE 4 Fi.tds and Electronics 2 
3 3 ' 
TE 5 Electric Machines and Power 1 
2 0 2 
TE 8 Electric: Machines and Power 2 
2 3 3 
TE7 Electric Product Desicn 
1 4 2 
TE 21 Electric Power Systmls 
3 s I 
T£NL 21 
(Tboory) !'.lectrie Power Systoms (Theory) 
3 0 ' 
TE22 Electrle Layout and F.stlmatinc 3 
3 ' 
TENL 22 Electrle Layout and Eotlmatilll 
(Theory) (Theory) 3 0 s 
TE23 TV and Radar 
3 3 ' 
TENL 23 
(Theory) TV and Radar (Theory) 3 0 
s 
42 llRONX OOM~IUNITY COLY,EOE 
COVRSES 
Cl. Lab. Cr. 
PuiM and D&lilal Cireults 3 3 ' 
Pulot and Dlcit.l Clmdts (Tbeory) 3 0 3 
Ccmpulon 3 3 4 
Analotluo CompuiA!n (Theory) 3 0 3 
Diflllal Compulero (Theory) 3 0 3 
Servo Sy111t1n1 s 3 4 
Stmi·Conductora 3 3 4 
Somi·Conducton< (Theory) 3 0 3 
P'M and Mlerowavct~ 3 3 4 
FM and Microwave• (Theory) 3 0 3 
llloctronlc Manu!aeluring 
3 3 Techniques ' llecVIcal Technology 1 2 0 2 
Ele<lrical Ttchnolot:J 2 2 3 3 
lle<tzonlCI 3 3 4 
MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY 
EncinMrlna Orapblca for 
TtchnoloCY Students 1, 2 1 4 2 cr. ea. 
Encineerlna Oraphitt for 
!nclneerlns Stud•nts 1, 2 2 ' 3 cr. ea. lnllneorlna Molerlala end 
""""'"' 1 4 2 M .. hanlcal Produet Desi;n l, 2 1 4 2 er. ta. 
SLren!llh of Matorlals 3 3 4 
Blm>11h ol Motorial• (Theory) 3 s 4 
Machine Doalsn 3 0 3 
Thennodynamlcoand Heat Transfer 3 3 4 
Ttwrmodynamlct and Heal Transfer 
(Thoory) 3 0 3 
lllotaUurcy 3 3 ' l'rvolll<tlcln Planning 3 3 ' Adnneod !Ucblno O..Jin 3 3 4 
Tool Doolin 3 3 ' ..,...._tion and Air Condllionins 3 3 ' llofripralion and Air 
Condllioninl (Theory) 3 0 3 
llootin(and VmUiaUng 3 3 4 










TD l, 2 
TD 3 
TD 4 
Induolrial ~t s s 
Industrial Plant Plannll\fl 3 3 
lnllnlmentlllon and Control Syotema 3 3 
Mechanical Toehnology 1 2 0 
Mechanical Technology 2 2 3 
MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY 
Elecuic MaohinMin Medicine I, 2 3 0 
Medical Mac:hineo ond Proeedu...,, 1 ' Laboratory TochnlquH 2 3 
"A MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT MEISTER" 
(All exe.rpt from Cotologue No. I, 1959, pogo II) 
The community colleae idea is an exciting development and a 
growing foroo in the field ol hither education. The .,..dltlonal 
colleaes cannot increase their enrollments enough 1n the nul 
meet the neods and demands of those socking and det<lrvlng 
in hllher education. The community college b developini a ~ 
appropriate program to serve this purpose. 
The two-year Institution maintains high olandarda and yet 
built-in fie•lblllty of alma, curricula ond proccdureo. It can raile 
csUonal love~ offer efloetlve iuldanet and provide stlmulatJna 
to tho intellectual intel'fttl and diverM obilltles ol YOUI\fl peoplt. 
SGrno studentl uoe the two y .. rs u intelllaent preporatlon for 
the world of work; they ore better educated, mo.... hllhlY oldlW 
therefore load more uoeful and happier llveo. 
Other studenta, durina thae two ooUese years, develop talento 
purposes requiring at le11st the baccalaureato degree for their 
Theel rtudenta will use the two yearo to eomplet.e requlromenu 
tory lor transfer to the thircl year ol a lour•yeor coUeae, peTbopo 
matlly to • profeorional oehool for sraduato otudy. 
We have spent much time In plo.nnlni our college. All of Ul 
heartfelt and enthusiastic welcome to the flrn classes of tha Bronx 
munlty Colleae. 
U . liftt)NX COlOIU NI,.Y COl.J,.I+:GE 
NOTES 
NOTES 
' • 

